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NASA Satellite Imagery Reveals Shocking Proof
Of Climate Engineering
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Dane Wigington
geoengineeringwatch.org

As the saying goes, a picture is worth a thousand words. The photo
images shown below were captured from NASA satellite sources, they are
truly alarming. These images provide shocking and undeniable proof of
the ongoing global climate engineering/geoengineering/solar radiation
management assault on our planet and its life support systems. Highly
toxic heavy metals and chemicals (that are systematically sprayed into
our atmosphere from jet aircraft as part of the geoengineering/SRM
programs) are manipulated with extremely powerful radio frequency
signals. These signals are transmitted from countless locations around
the globe from various types of transmission platforms (ionosphere
heater installations like HAARP, SBX radar, NEXRAD, etc.). The impact of
the microwave transmissions on cloud formations is profound and highly
visible (square cloud formations are created under some scenarios). 

In the series of NASA satellite images below, many variances of radio
frequency cloud impacts can be observed. The degree to which the
ongoing climate engineering/climate/intervention/weather warfare is
disrupting Earth's atmosphere and life support systems is already
beyond catastrophic and happening all over the globe.

Click to enlarge any of the images below



Off of east coast of Australia

West coast of Africa



California coast

Off of Africa's west coast



Off of Africa's west coast

Off of Africa's west coast



South of Spain in the Alboran Sea

Off of Africa's west coast



Off of Africa's west coast

The northwest coast of Australia



Off of Africa's west coast

Off of Africa's west coast



Eastern Pacific ocean west of Baja California

The Southern Ocean near Antarctica

Hurricane suppression/manipulation is one aspect/agenda of the climate
engineers. 85% of the hurricanes that impact the US originate from
Africa. Low pressure systems migrate toward the west, off of



Africa's coast. A great deal of climate engineering/intervention takes
place in this region, thus a number of the satellite images shown in this
post were captured there. In the attempt to mask the climate intervention
activity, the cyclone suppression occurring off the coast of Africa is
officially blamed on "dust". Of course there is no acknowledgement of the
ongoing climate engineering atrocities. The quote below is an excerpt
from a FOX news article.

Right now, much of the Gulf of Mexico and parts of the
Caribbean have slightly warmer than normal ocean
temperatures which would normally aid in tropical
development. But there is so much dust and dry air in the
atmosphere that storms are getting choked off before they
even get started.

Though some may feel that cyclone suppression is beneficial, such
interference with Earth's natural rhythms and systems has a long list of
catastrophic downstream effects. Available data indicates that in other
scenarios the climate engineers are actually augmenting and steering
cyclones to serve their own agenda. "Hurricane Matthew" may be
an example of weather warfare on an unimaginable scale. Is hurricane
Matthew being heavily manipulated and steered by the climate
engineers? The evidence continues to stack up. Below is a satellite photo
clearly showing atmospheric "waves" surrounding hurricane
Matthew. SpaceWeather.com has labeled these as "gravity waves", but is
that what these visible "waves" actually are? The satellite photos already
shown in this post inarguably reveal heavy atmospheric manipulation
from extremely powerful radio frequency/microwave transmissions and
atmospheric aerosols. These transmissions leave a signature pattern on
high level cloud formations that are saturated with electrically conductive
heavy metal nanoparticles which are dispersed from jet aircraft as part of
the ongoing climate engineering insanity.



Does the photo above really show "gravity waves" surrounding hurricane
Matthew? Or does it show the signiture pattern of extremely powerful

radio frequency/microwave transmissions interacting with aircraft
dispersed atmospheric aerosols? Both of these elements are a core part

of climate and storm manipulation and steering. Photo:
SpaceWeather.com

The global power structure long ago made the choice to subject our
planet (and the entire web of life that it supports, including the human
race) to an unimaginably massive and destructive climate
intervention/weather warfare assault. This decision was made without
the knowledge or consent of global populations. If we stand by and allow
the decimation from the climate engineering insanity to continue, very
soon Earth's life support systems will be beyond any recovery. This is not
speculation, but a mathematical certainty. Help us with the most critical
battle to expose and halt the climate intervention/weather warfare
assault, all of us are needed in this fight.
DW

May be freely reprinted, so long as the text is unaltered, all hyperlinks are
left intact, and credit for the article is prominently given to
geoengineeringwatch.org and the article’s author with a hyperlink back to
the original story.
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Proof Of Climate Engineering

sindi says:
October 21, 2017 at 2:37 am

I am a high school drop out, I don't understand a lot of the words
here. But I do understand what it is about, I understand, and I'm
scarred. I understand  that those people are killing everything on
this world I see and been seeing it for most of my life. I know
that powers come in numbers, so i share posts like this one. but
that's all i do. I thought and still think that every thing , no matter
how big or small that someone does to get it out there , pass the
word, to wake people up to be aware is good.  , I am wanting to do
more of something, . but my education and lack of it, don't really
help. But I hope to gain more ways and ideas to help and be apart
of taking these greedy, selfish, murdering,  money hungry,
Earth killers down. I know my comment is not an educated one , but
it is mine to share with you all.   I believe the more we get the word
out the more it helps,   

Reply

Just Hans says:
December 6, 2017 at 3:21 pm

Don't feel helpless. Always keep an eye on what they are
doing but be positive and focus your energy on the good
things in your life. We have to spread this good energy around
us just give the good mood around. Sure spread the word on
the news you hear or things you see but don't get all cought
up just like the way they want. Don't be scared. Inside you
there's someone waking up, someone who knows no fear or
courage just infinite wisdom.

a.s.crane says:
December 17, 2017 at 3:09 am

Dear Sindi,

please, don't care about what kind of education you have got
or wether your grammar is right or wrong or seems
sophisticated. (I am german and do not know how to wright
one single sentence correctly   ). It is your loving heart

1. 



which counts and your honesty and truthfulness.

Love and regards from Germany,

A.S.CRANE

Elmer Hammond says:
May 3, 2017 at 3:36 am

There are actually loads of details like that to take into
consideration. That may be a great point to convey.

Reply

Karen Meyers says:
September 9, 2017 at 7:59 am

I have noticed in the last 6 weeks or so that there has been a
drastic reduction in the spraying in Kent and the surrounding
counties where I drive almost daily. I found it curious as I
have been watching for years and the skies are frequently
heavily engineered. Just thought I would mention it. 

2. 

Joe Ceonnia says:
January 8, 2017 at 11:42 am

Dennie, This is Joe from Philadelphia North, I read your earlier post
and I agree, I am sick of this shit, and this David Keith Should be
publicly horse whipped, Like they did in the olden days, him and a
bunch more, to many to list here, and they call themselves
Scientists, which is a shame, because any real Scientist would
obviously condemn this sort of behavior , again there flying ayt a
very high altitude attacking the sunlight, it's a shame that they
continue to get away with this shit, even though there is such an
outcry. Unless this hits the mainstream media, no-one seems to
really believe that these idiots would poison them, and I tell anyone
with ears, look up

Reply

Daniel Gerrish says:
October 15, 2017 at 8:36 am

Absolutely shocking past couple of days In Western

3. 



Australia!!! Sore throat!

Dawn says:
December 2, 2017 at 4:20 am

Don’t put yourself down.  You don’t need to be educated by a
school to see wrong in the face of this horror, but you are wise
enough to know it this is wrong. Keep reading and learning.
You will open your eyes to more awareness and educate
yourself at the same time. 

deb says:
December 15, 2016 at 6:29 pm

Dear All

those photos are nothing like it is over Washington, UK!  A thick
soup of opalescent stuff up there!  I have got to the point where I
am beginning to think I dare not go outside!  

Reply

Sally says:
June 25, 2017 at 8:08 pm

I agree Deb. I don't know whether to cry or scream. So…. I do
both :/

4. 

Blam says:
October 9, 2016 at 1:43 pm

I am certain these sprays are of a military nature. Everyone is
reporting here as well, massive trails unlike they have ever seen
before, all concurrently. I think this has to do with the highest
probability ever of nuclear war. The MSM is silent on how close we
are. Putin just enacted a no fly zone over Syria and demanded NATO
missiles be removed from Eastern Europe or prepare for attack.
This is the talmudist dream made manifest. No Pax Judaica can
exist as long as Russia and the US remain, their goal is to annihilate
both and I think they are close to getting their dream. Russia just
held a drill for 40 million to go into bunkers. Its so tense but you
wont hear anything on the MSM. Traitors and god I pray justice is
meted out to these traitors. Such evil and sick people, so very tired.

5. 



Reply

Sherri says:
October 9, 2016 at 9:49 am

I live in southern Calif and witness daily the non-stop assault on us
of the chem spraying – I speak out about it to everyone I know yet
they ignore me and act as if I am making it all up – all they have to
do is look up and get off their damn cell phones and stop being
concerned about partying and playing and see waht is
happening…it's as if they are blinded to the truth or choose to
ignore it…i get so angry at what is happening every day it becomes
hard to cope with on a daily basis – what the heck is wrong with the
masses, and why are they refusint to acknowldege what is going on
– we are victims of a  geo-engineered draught here and i pay the
price big time for trying to keep things green here since i refuse to
be like most others and let my yard die out…it is becoming insane.

Reply

lisa belyew says:
October 11, 2016 at 10:25 am

We have traveled around the country and seen some
disturbing sites with up to eight chem-spray jets all at once
covering teh sky with this poison while they cropdust the
citizens below. teh government is using this to change apathy
and emotions in people to be weak minded, rely on them, and
think people like you and me are crazy while the evidence is
right in their fkn face. don't let them deter you from speaking
out. I have many of these videos on my you tube channel
World's Dumbest Cop Criminals.

Diana Hobart says:
March 17, 2017 at 5:33 pm

Hey Sherri,

I concur!! I am so sick of this. I've been keeping track in the
Temecula area. December, sprayed us all but 4 days, January
10 days but the rain clouds obscured, February, same, March
12 out of 17 already. Our birdbaths have this strange colored
residue and there has been a  salt looking material on our
hardscape. Just thankful I know Jesus.
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Meg says:
August 21, 2017 at 8:06 am

I agree with you Sherri. I feel the same way. How can people
not notice these things? Thanks Dane for all your hard work at
pointing this out with such articulate scientific evidence and
backing. I'm waiting on the pamphlets from the site. I will
start passing them out and leaving them everywhere. 

helot says:
October 8, 2016 at 9:10 pm

For whatever it’s worth, after the tornadoes went through eastern
Iowa on the 6th, we had two days and nights of clear skies, not a
single trail or cloud of any kind in sight.

Things played out just like on that Disney/military video linked
below in the comments?

Reply

7. 

Melvis says:
October 8, 2016 at 5:12 pm

Am I the only one who thinks it quite strange that the Senator from
Haiti just spoke out against the Clintons, and asked Donald Trump
to come and visit his country, and within 2 weeks Haiti is
devastated by a hurricane? Look on You tube, you can see he
attended one of Trumps rallies and spoke out about how Bill Clinton
tried to bribe him into letting their foundation skim money off the
Haitian relief operation after the earthquake. Then this…the timing
is just too weird not to be connected. 

Furthermore, up here in the PNW, we have been hit with unrelenting
rains for the last 3 or 4 years, just pounding and pounding, yet our
Gov. IdiotStick Inslee files for drought relief? WTH? I take pictures
almost daily now of chem trails, fly overs out way far away from any
airports or military bases. it is almost daily now. 

Lastly, my husband and I have had month after month of problems
with breathing, coughing, and just feeling unwell. When I have
complained to the FAA about these fly overs and low flying aircraft,
and how its affecting us both physically and emotionally, they have
refused to address it. What does that tell you?

8. 



Keep up the good work, many of us our here are watching and
listening!!

Reply

Beth Johnson says:
October 10, 2016 at 12:35 pm

Your vaccines,  coupled with the environmental factors are
causing illness as well. Please do some research.  Not with
anything that ends in ".gov" or has CDC in the name. Look up
Dr. Just Mikovits.  She stumbled onto problems with vaccines
while doing cancer and HIV research for the gov't.  She
thought she would be congratulated,  instead,  she's been
arrested and her life destroyed.  Look up her interview.  And
find someplace in your area showing the movie Vaxxed. 

Pesticides and vaccines and GMO'S are all playing a part in
our health and it's not good. Mississippi has the highest infant
mortality rate and has the highest compliance with vaccines
than any other state in the nation. Please look this info up. We
MUST stop poisoning our kids before the elites use them as
slaves when we're dead and gone!

jeremiah says:
October 23, 2016 at 2:35 pm

I agree.  I thought of this during the abnormally warm
weather of the Russian Sochi olympics,

mae says:
November 6, 2016 at 12:45 am

I have heard this called "chem-trail flu."

Bodo Muth says:
October 8, 2016 at 10:49 am

I am a German national and resident of Malta. A small island close
to Africa. I noticed chemtrails for the first time in 2016. Now Malta
is no different then most other places in the world. The chemtrail
bombers are visible daily and I keep recording videos.   

Reply
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Krigi G. says:
November 27, 2016 at 3:44 pm

Dear Bodo, how the issue is handled by the political
establishment and the media in germany, which by the way
are paid by the people is just insane – pure madness. Have
you noticed?   

Frances says:
October 8, 2016 at 6:09 am

The NASA photo of northwest Australia : I saw this configuration of
cloud as it drifted east over Queensland where I live and took
photos of the sky as it was so unusual, well, about the 2nd time I've
seen this.  We've recently had floods in New South Wales and in
South Australia a severe storm caused total power outage of the
whole state. 

Reply

10. 

BaneB says:
October 8, 2016 at 6:08 am

NOAA's latest projection for the track/direction of the terrorist-
controlled Hurricane Mathew has this guided weapon doing a full
loop back to where it originated.  This trajectory, if fully
implemented, would be one very strange maneuver.  Further,
Hurrucane Nicole is just off to the east of Mathew.  This has the
potential for some very interesting showcasing of just how good the
weather sociopaths are at playing god.  

Reply

11. 

tigermermaid says:
October 8, 2016 at 5:37 am

MUCH  LOVE to Dane.

How can we document the transport of these materials? The
loading onto planes, and the planes flight info?  What about the rail
transport?  I'm just trying to think of something else to do besides
holding my HUGE sign  during rush hour, on the main road in my
town,  on heavy spray days.
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Reply

Blam says:
October 7, 2016 at 10:28 pm

I think their mixture is much more concentrated then it used to be.
It really affects me when they do their super cool downs. We have
one day where it was 40-50 yesterday flanked by 80-90 degree
heat. Just one day and on that day every single person I met said
they were so very tired. I too am tired, brain is like to fuzzy halves. I
fell like I cant get enough oxygen… Its like my brain is going cross
eyed. The only way any of this makes sense, this world makes sense
is for me to believe the world is altogether an evil place. There are
good people, yes, and to me this evil world is a trial of sorts, where
the base impurities are cleansed in the fires of a hellish world. I
look back on history and there has never really been a time of
happiness for any people, any where. it is always swallowed by
night. Now we breathe these dark vapors into our bodies, the
temple, and it pollutes our very being. If it is indeed some trial, I
actually am glad that it ends one day. I grow so weary of mans
inhumanity to man. I do not know, I do not know I can only hope
there is a God for how could I worship any God if this is reality, this
world. No, i must retreat into my soul and view the world as a game
of faith and trial of sorts, there is an old saying…God made Earth to
train the faithful. One cannot go against the will of God.

Reply

Mark says:
October 8, 2016 at 1:27 am

These pictures are of HAARP technology being used,,,just like
throwing a rock into a pond,, you get ripples in the water
leaving the site where the rock hit the water. When HAARP
technology is used it bounces frequencies off the ionosphere
back to earth and when these frequencies return to earth they
pass through the lower atmosphere just like a rock hitting the
water. The ripples are just a tell tale sign of this happening. It
happens all over the earth every day because
"they" completely control ALL weather worldwide. All of these
pictures are of areas that are being droughted and where the
jet stream is being diverted around the continent or country.

Georgia says:

13. 



October 8, 2016 at 12:31 pm

I agree with what you wrote. I have much faith and believe all
of this 

is mans doing. God protect us. 

Dennie says:
October 8, 2016 at 1:01 pm

I was really tired and achy yesterday.  I didn't sleep as well as
I know I could have last night.  I wonder if the f*cking
GEOENGINEERS KNOW THIS:  It doesn't help when the sh!t
descends on you overnight and you keep waking up b.c. you
can't breathe worth a damned– JEEEE-zuz!!!!! I have had
ENOUGH of this SHIT. 

READ MY LIPS, KEN CALDEIRA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

READ MY LIPS, DAVID KEITH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Rachel Robson says:
October 9, 2016 at 2:51 pm

Hi Blam, Have to thank you for this description I know all to
well.  Yet would never have thought of "like my brain is going
cross eyed." !!  I laughed SO hard and hey, I really needed
that laugh!!  When I am tired my eyes really do cross.  I can
try to fight it and can for minutes, then just have to give up
and sleep because cross eyed I can do nothing.  So I do have
a reference and this is spot on!

Tiffany says:
November 11, 2016 at 8:53 am

Fasting and raw organic foods help to eliminate the poisons.
Pray also. 

Best~ 

stephan says:
October 7, 2016 at 9:45 pm

The look on the Generals faces in this video are friggen scary

14. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upu4sWYthMU

Reply

BaneB says:
October 8, 2016 at 10:47 am

Stephan:  A sobering perspective.  And one to which I
subscribe.  The NWO and its internationalists, including the
Zionist/Neocon cabal who produced the 9-11 castrophe and
con, are the pushers for Suiciding the US (modern Babylon).
 Given how much attention our rulers give to our entreaty to
cease and desist with their geoengineered destruction of our
weather, you can well imagine how influential our letters and
phone calls to our rulers to plead and beg them to cease
provoking World War 3 will be treated.  I was a teenager
during the Cuban Missle Crisis.  That was a close call, and
thanks to President Kennedy and his sanity, we negotiated.
 We have no sane leadership anymore.  One hope is that the
military rebels while they still can to stop these assorted nut
cases. Nuclear war was averted and I have had a rather long
and happy life.  The situation is Syria is very, very serious.
 And Putin repeatedly has stated to the Western MSM in
Moscow that our Western Media are perverting the truth
about the issues and that he is very frustrated because he
and his message are being censored.  I honestly conclude,
short of a miracle, that we are going to experience the
"unthinkable."  And the timeline is short.  Your link to the
video is a must see for anyone who cares about their family,
their nation, civilization…such as it is, and for humanity.

Dennie says:
October 8, 2016 at 1:08 pm

Now, WHY would Yahoo announce, right before a presidential
election, that they were hacked.. by a "state-sponsored"
entity… TWO YEARS AGO– why tell the Big News NOW, merely
weeks before a presidential election?

Look people, it's exactly the same as with CHEM TRAILS–
DON'T YOU SEE ANYTHING FUNNY ABOUT THAT, ESPECIALLY
THE TIMING, to announce such a critical glitch.. and oh, yes,
the RUSSIANS did it– BUT OF COURSE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



Sorry, but quite frankly, I take ANYTHING from Alex Jones
with at least a grain of salt.  Knowing how he's dealing with
the reality of geoengineering, he is not, and should not be, the
"go to" guy for your news.  Remember, the best disinformation
is 98% truth and only 2% bullshit.  It's always that 2% you
gotta look out for. 

Jenny says:
October 7, 2016 at 9:35 pm

I agree with some of your points but sorry, I don't feel I deserve
"Armageddon".  My loved ones and I have never killed anyone.  All
I've ever done is take care of my family and myself and try my best
to care for others physically and mentally through my career.  AND
to spread truth about things like geoengineering.  That kind of
thinking is dangerous since it's not much different than the elites
who feel they have a right to decide the rest of us are expendable.
 And we spend a lot of time on this site bemoaning the killing of
trees, other plants, animals and humans, so just because you're fed
up and becoming cynical doesn't mean it's suddenly ok so say OK,
now we can destroy everyone and everything.

Reply

15. 

Melanie Moran says:
October 7, 2016 at 7:44 pm

Unbelievable amount of aerosol spraying all over Marin County, CA,
today. I don't recall ever seeing this amount of aerosols, before.
They have no shame, it is blatant and in your face, they are
spraying with a vengeance. We need to come together and stop
this. Please do everything within your own capacity to make a
difference. If we don't take action, this will continue. It's up to all of
us.   

Reply

Mark says:
October 8, 2016 at 2:12 am

Raytheon, that is who is running the show now, 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raytheon

16. 



BaneB says:
October 8, 2016 at 12:15 pm

Mark:  It seems to me that when a corporation names itself
'god's ray' or 'ray of god' it it sending a message to beware.
 And this entity is playing a major subversive role in escalating
the microwave technology that is creating the weather
disturbances, as well as high tech crowd control devices and
assorted surveillance technology being implemented all
across America the Babylon.  Our enslavement is their profit
center.

Dennie says:
October 8, 2016 at 1:09 pm

Only brainless DRONE PLANES on AUTO PILOT could be
deployed for such "warfare.." on We The People.  More
shameful:  Jared Huffman, our Representative in Congress, IS
AN ENVIRONMENTAL LAWYER. 

David says:
October 8, 2016 at 4:49 pm

Ditto over here in San Jose. Might coincide with "fleet week"
where military migrate over to SF to check out the latest
warfare technology.

Melanie Moran says:
October 8, 2016 at 9:29 pm

Hi David,

I thought they might take a day off this weekend as many may
be looking up at the skies here in the bay area to see the blue
angels for "freak week". They continued the spraying, albeit,
not as atrocious as thursday or friday, but still very blatant
and obvious. Clearly they don't care who observes their
criminal behavior.

BUD BUTLEY says:
November 5, 2017 at 8:07 am



CROWD CONTROL

Mark & BaneB

On 12 September 2017 I attended a very large protest rally,
the largest our town has ever seen. I later made notes
because I suddenly felt ill, giddy and nearly fell over. I did my
best to recover, but was ony able to do part of the march. A
titanium pin in my femur, though it had given me no trouble
for 13 years, suddenly made it almost impossible to keep up ;
I was forced to take shelter under patches of shade offered by
trees along the march route. I then sat it out and watched
hundreds and hundreds of people march past peacefully. At
that point I had not enquired into or researched
geoengineering ; I viewed it as a commercial device – typical
Joe Isuzu gobbledegook – for denying climate change/global
warming and avoid necessary remedies – one of which is
making land ownership obsolete and granting only tennancy
rights with land rents paid to citizen-managed public-interest
investment funds (free schools and universities, public
transport, lifetime wage, adequate pensions, conversion to
renewable energy, etc.). The cost of such a programme has
been priced and it works out at less than current spend ; a
moratorium on debts incurred specifically to rob the
commons (some of it cancelled) is part of the proposal. It
would finish off private banking, which is to be replaced with
public banks. Land reform avoids the speculative spiral in real
estate prices which feeds the offshore financial bubble, graft,
arms trading, drug peddling and tax fraud. It also puts a
damper on inflation. See MICHAEL HUDSON
http://www.counterpunch.org/2017/10/20/socialism-land-
and-banking-2017-compared-to-1917/

To my surprise the symptoms I experienced are described by
several people on this blog, as well as phenomena like ''hard
blue sky'' and UV rays. In retrospect, it appears that Raytheon
technology has been successfully used to harass protesters
intent on overturning retrograde Labor Law ''Reforms'', in
France. Macron has very strong links with Tel Aviv mafiosi and
has recently made a Hail-Fellow-Well-Met visit to the
leadership.

I note that many people here blame m*therf*ckers for all
these troubles, and point out for your interest that Macron



himself is a genuine Grandm*therf*cker (worse!) and his
government is run by a gaggle of sh*tface Havas PR people.
He has stacked our parliament with industry lobbyists and
former Human Resources Directors of the sort who have
cashed in on major layoffs ; they plan more. We hate them
mightily.

paul fowler says:
October 7, 2016 at 7:28 pm

        Peter Thiel is a co-founder of "Pay Pal" , the first big money in
"Face book" and is still on their board of directors , founded
"Palantir Technologies" , "Founders Fund", "Clarium Capital",
"Confinity", "Thiel Capital" ,  "Breakout Labs" and he is a member
of the steering committee of the "Billderberg Group" . This is one
busy body . 

       His father was a chemical engineer from West Germany and
Peter was born in Frankfurt . They moved to the states when he was
only one or so . He attended "Stanford Law" . He made his first big
breaks with "Pay Pal" and "Face Book". Now he makes his money
from just about every security agency in the USA including the CIA ,
NSA and DHS . His biggest finical  black hole pet project is
immortality , seriously . He needs the blood of the young so he can
get transfusions in hope that he may live forever. Between him and
Keith Richards they must put a heavy strain on the blood
donor clinics . 

    He thinks climate change and global warming are trumped up .
Speaking of Trumped up , Trump just got a thumbs up from Peter
Thiel . Peter was also the major contributor of Ron Paul's 2012
Presidential campaign , 75% of his total campaign funds came from
Peter Thiel . It leaves little doubt why Ron Paul does not condemn
or even recognize climate engineering .

    This Peter Thiel guy is way out there but there is something
about him that I like , that's why I think he should get a window
seat on the Red Dragon's maiden voyage to Mars .

Reply
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BaneB says:
October 7, 2016 at 6:15 pm

18. 



Goose:  Your commentary certainly jerked me around for some soul
searching of the personal kind.  Of all your indictments the only one
that does not point to me is I am too old to be a baby boomer,
thankfully.  What you state is a whole lot of hard truth!  I don't
want to experience a. Armageddon, nor am I happy with the insane
geoengineering.  The mindset you describe is about a
population willingly blind.  Liberal Fascists!  Yes, two terms that
clear the air.  A whole population flush with "exceptionalism."
 Which category?  Generation X, Baby Boomers, or Millennials.  Yes,
the culture failed it's supposed idealism of the founders.  And the
current crop of ruling psychopaths is about to light the fuse and
still one cannot hear a single squeak of alarm except for
discussions such as on this board.  I do not think it's enough.  

Reply

Pedro says:
October 7, 2016 at 5:35 pm

Hello All.

This info may be important, too;

http://www.flightradars.eu/pt_portuguese.html&nbsp; ..

Reply
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Pedro says:
October 7, 2016 at 5:14 pm

Hello everybody.

Ok, I have now the info about the site where we can track the F
planes. I notice too that Mr Imakawa San posted this same info
some time before, therefore this is not new, but important enough
to repeat, I'm sure.

The site is http://www.flightradar24.com, in there we must look the
app, and must have GPS in the android phone, of course, then it is
necessary to install Google Earth, if you don't have. After it's only
pointing the phone into the air and track the MFs with the camera
to get the info about the flights. Have fun..

Reply
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October 7, 2016 at 4:40 pm

Please sign and share this new White House petition, thank you.

The Arctic Methane Emergency Group and the IPCC have stated it is
game over for our planet in the absence of climate geoengineering.
The spraying of our skies is in full force. We are being sprayed daily
with toxic nanoparticulates, such as aluminum and lithium, without
our consent.  Many US States have taken action to stop this
omnicide. Our demands for answers and action are being
intentionally ignored by Congress and The White House. The media
has been silenced, which is a cover up. Get the facts at
geoengineeringwatch.org and take a stand to say NO to the
ongoing climate engineering that is poisoning all of life. Look at our
skies, our trees, speak out about your nosebleeds, headaches,
vomiting, ear ringing and heart palpitations. Sign and share our
petition to END geoengineering NOW.

https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/petition/geoengineering-our-
skies-toxic-aerosol-spraying-must-end

Reply

Donna-AZ says:
October 7, 2016 at 1:23 pm

Once again they are dumping on Arizona. Near white out conditions
@ 1:30pm. And Dane, these planes are not showing up on
flightradar24. Biggest offender – Southwest Airlines.

Reply

tim reeder says:
October 7, 2016 at 2:42 pm

A "Spray Day" over Sacramento today :P. Definitely SRM in
these milky white skies…

Joe S says:
October 7, 2016 at 3:35 pm

I too have seen a tremendous increase in Chem tails over San
Francisco, Ca.   Fri,  Chem trail aircraft going N to S.And X's in
the sky…Heavy intensity.  I observe the heaviest
concentration of  Chem Trail activity , not seen this intense
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white out of the sky. Irony for us all who watch the skies. San
Francisco has Fleet Week , celebration of US  Navy, Marine
Corp and Coast   Guard all gathered for the event.   Lots' extra
tourists , with the U S Navy Blue Angels flight Demonstration 
Air Show  Pilots.   And will people see the chem trails or the
Air Show Pilots ? ……. Joe  San Francisco, Ca      

Erik says:
October 7, 2016 at 1:15 pm

Chemtrails all over today in Los Angeles. Started at about 700am
this morning toward the San Gabriel mountains. Trails and trials
and trails all over the horizon. The whole skyline over Los Angeles
is milky white. Its been a long time since I seen this in los Angeles.
Anyone in the LA area will agree with me. 

Reply

BaneB says:
October 7, 2016 at 5:00 pm

Erik:  Same here in Mendocino County.  From a couple days
ago the geoengineering assault has been in full swing,
especially today.  And there is a reason.  The jet stream is
flowing from north to south over California.  The moisture field
and forming low pressure would bring rain to us here in the
north and to your parched southern region.  That is not in the
cards because these weather terrorizing psychopaths have no
intention of letting it rain, especially in your region.  Once
these schemers have convinced Governor Moonbeam to
legislate the capture of all those long held grandfathered
water rights, and dried up the fertile Central Valley, with land
going for pennies on the dollar, and it all in the talons of
bigger fish, you can be sure the rain will return.  Also, I
recommend you tune into 1PacificRedwood.  He is in your
area and does a real service with the satellite evidence as to
what the bastards are doing to us.

Marie says:
October 7, 2016 at 9:59 pm

Same thing in Orange County, CA and it's been going on since
Thursday evening. It's frightening. I don't think I've ever seen
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it this bad. And much of it was sprayed very low and thick. I'm
afraid to see what will happen tomorrow. Hoping for the best
yet fearing the worst. 

BaneB says:
October 8, 2016 at 5:48 am

Erik/Marie:  The entire State of California is under siege.  I
was just this morning over at There is a low heading your way
from out in the Pacific.  The flow off the ocean is direct to you.
 And yet the humidity level is 15%.  Given the reality of
massive spraying in front of and on top of this, as well as up
here in Northern California, the weather terrorists are drying
out the atmospheric moisture and creating that white toxic
canopy we all are breathing into our lungs.  Surely, your local,
state, and federal reps and agencies see this.  By now these
tax consumers surely realize something is amiss.  But, like up
here in the north, they hear, see, and speak nothing about this
in-your-face "covert" "Manhattan Project."  Once the
internationalists have pushed down the value of Central Valley
farm land to their goal and gotten hold of the water rights I
suspect these criminals will turn on the tap.  A few more years
and we will all be crying "uncle."

robert Babcock says:
October 9, 2016 at 12:27 pm

I work in the mountains by Big Bear Lake for the past four
seasons, and have many photos of spraying going on. I
photographed the spraying that caused the flash floods in
Arkansas,the storm that produced the tornado in Oklahoma. I
work outdoors and have watched the skies for almost 20
years. This summer the spraying stopped from July until Sept
24, except for a few dots and dashes during these months.On
the 24th spraying began in earnest as a storm front (BIG)
moved in. Since then I have watched as two or three fronts
have been dispersed before the clouds could even move over
the mountains. All the big guns were brought out to stop the
moister from coming inland to provide water to a thirsty land.

Point out to your friends the sparkling Aluminum particles in
the dirt! Ask them to tell you what and where they come from.
Why are so many people having respiratory problems? Today



we have silvery blue clouds and not a speck of anything in
them. 10-9-16   big Bear Lake.

Known longtime says:
October 7, 2016 at 1:10 pm

Yes I too believe this hurricane Matthew should be called hurricane
Clintons!  They didn't like Haiti complaining about the funds they
didn't get from last hurricane so gave them something to be quiet
about.  Sad that the elites could actually take from the poor!  the
current govt out of control.  No spraying today in NYC I guess busy
steering Clinton's lol 

Reply
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Yamakawa says:
October 7, 2016 at 1:01 pm

China launched the second vehicle in its Tiangong (meaning
"heavenly palace") programme to construct a space station in early
September. Despite the success of the launch, the announcement
was overshadowed by the acknowledgement that the prototype
module Tiangong-1 – which was always due to be replaced – is out
of control, and will, almost certainly, crash back down to Earth in
late 2017.

3 OCT 2016 China’s plummetting space station has revealed a big
problem with its space program
http://www.sciencealert.com/crashing-space-station-shows-why-
china-must-start-to-collaborate-in-orbit

21 September 2016 China's 'Heavenly Palace' space station is
hurtling towards Earth
http://www.wired.co.uk/article/china-space-station-fall-to-earth

9/15/2016 HEAVENLY PALACE — Watch live: China to launch its
second “Heavenly Palace” Thursday morning
http://arstechnica.com/science/2016/09/china-to-launch-its-
second-heavenly-palace-on-thursday-morning/

Sep 19, 2016  China Confirms Its Space Station Is Falling Back to
Earth
http://www.popularmechanics.com/space/satellites/a22936
/tiangong-falling-to-earth/
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I personally is astonished that all the missiles out there are not
used in these sort of situations. Or Tiangong was already assaulted,
but was not neutralized completely, and got out of control.

Hopi Prophecy
And this is the Ninth and Last Sign: You will hear of a dwelling-
place in the heavens, above the earth, that shall fall with a great
crash. It will appear as a blue star. Very soon after this, the
ceremonies of my people will cease
Hopi Prophecy Interpretation: The U.S. Space Station Skylab re-
entered Earth's atmosphere and disintegrated in 1979, with debris
striking portions of Western Australia that according to Australian
eye-witnesses, appeared to be burning blue
https://www.warpaths2peacepipes.com/native-american-culture
/hopi-prophecy.htm

Personally, I don’t take future predictions seriously, but it is
inspiring, looking at the underlying belief system that gave birth to
that prophecy.

Reply

MS says:
October 7, 2016 at 11:43 am

Northern California is being decimated today.  Aerosol streaks all
over the eastern horizon at sunrise.  Planes spraying grids,
parallels, and horizon to horizon.  There is no possible way this is
going unnoticed…and yet everyone walks around with their head in
the sand.  Its very disturbing to see how ignorant and unaware
everyone has become.  I feel like I'm living in a fking nightmare.
 The people doing this get off on power and fear and control.  Sick
fcks.  It's like having a lunatic with a loaded gun pointed at your
head.  Welcome to Murrica.

Reply

tim reeder says:
October 7, 2016 at 3:44 pm

Ditto for Sacramento Valley — absolutely disgusting, What's
worse and even more disgusting is the lack of recognition by
the TGIF sheeple!
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JF says:
October 7, 2016 at 4:10 pm

Looks like here in California, we should not expect much rain
again this year. I try to tell people but they don't care. They
wont care until there is no water to drink and no food in the
grocery store. By then it will be too late.

BaneB says:
October 7, 2016 at 5:11 pm

MS:  Yes!  I have been watching the assault all day since I got
out of bed.  Spraying from every direction, too.  I don't know
how the people southeast of me way over towards
Sacramento continue to tolerate this crap.  Really, the streaks
and yellowed pall was near apocalyptic.  Did the water
grabbing, bond hustling Governor Moonbeam bother to look
skyward today?  Did my pathetic Congressional
Representative Jared Huffman cast an eye skyward?  And
what about the weather frauds over at Channel Five in
Sacramento.  They know. Their silence is their tacit approval
of this geoengineered sky from hell.

Dennie says:
October 8, 2016 at 10:24 am

Yup, very well-stated.  One of The Worst days of spraying I
have ever seen– can it get any worse?  WHO ARE these
motherf*ckers, any way?

Dennie says:
October 8, 2016 at 12:59 pm

Okay, so it's back to the short, "less visible" trails today.  After
the super-fluffy white streaks– WHO COMES UP WITH THIS
SH!T, ANYWAY??  ALL of the people responsible should be
swinging by the neck from every lamp post.  ENOUGH IS
ENOUGH.  AND IT IS NOT "OKAY" TO "GO ALONG TO GET
ALONG."  THIS IS JUST PLAIN ABUSIVE.  IT'S ON US TO PUT A
STOP TO THIS CRAP.



Abigail says:
October 7, 2016 at 11:29 am

Oh My Heavens!

THIS IS HORRIBLE! Thank you, Dane. Your work and information is
being shared by hundreds of thousands. Great is your reward at the
end. Keep up with informing us. Greatly Appreciated. Sharing this
with Russ Tanner OrbisVitae website.  These people are totally
insane! Keep sounding the alarm. Blessings be upon you and your
family. Sincerely, WE NEED YOU!  It's almost too frightening to view.
Yet those who are causing this Geoengineering WILL BE SORRY!

Reply
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sea says:
October 7, 2016 at 10:44 am

Skies are incredibly bad here in Santa Cruz County today, started
yesterday looking grim but today is absolutely amazing how much
the planes are flying overhead! We had 3 days of what was
considerably "blue" (the New blue color) with very little visible
spraying, air even felt lighter. It is saturated now. Very chilly out
now that the sun has been covered- it is not even 11 am yet.

Here is yet another article on aluminum in vaccines with some very
important information , excellent references.As Dane states we are
not only getting it in our lungs everyday all day long but we are
injecting our children and of course adults too with this deadly
poison.

http://healthimpactnews.com/2016/study-aluminum-exposure-
during-puberty-disrupts-hormonal-development/

Reply

Martin Seebach says:
May 2, 2017 at 4:52 pm

A couple of half and fully baked thoughts on this and my
personal exposure to 4 decades of toxic leaks from rocket fuel
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plant next door to family ranch.

Hillary – Evil walks the earth. Bill – front persona for Hillary.

Chemtrails – between alloys and chemical combos there are
unlimited possibilities. Add nanobots and the stew can be
focused. Sounds odd yet the reality of what 'they' are up to is
scarier than anything imaginable.

NWO – Darkest vision of life on earth conceived to date.

Rocket Fuel – Pratt & Whitney now, UTC CSD in the beginning,
began production in mid/late 50's. Their scientists and
lawyers knew damn well they could not contain the poisons
used to make and left over toxics while producing a mix that
can usually be controlled. Think of shuttle Discovery as a time
the fuel went from boost to explode. Can anyone anywhere
explain why the cretins of Connecticut put their chemical and
solid waste dump 300' from one of primary creeks giving
water for Silicon Valley and 150' from our shared property
line? My thought runs to analysis of adjacent property owners
to ascertain which will be least likely to afford the battle for
redress. During 60's an explosion or fire would usually send
flaming shrapnel across us with attendant fires. Pretty much
same in 70s. In the 80s one of their bright boys determined
the best way to dispose of left overs was drill bore holes a few
hundred feet down, steel sleeves for first 175'. As needed
dump liquids in, meander to viewing bunker and press the
button. Biggest picolo pete I've ever seen. This and earlier
open air burns used to send hours long clouds of the oddest
color and texture smoke across the ranch. The company has
ignored a court order we won in 1988 to maintain the
unpermitted illegal concrete dam with 3ea 4' diameter
culverts across San Felipe Creek. This has flooded one home
and barn on our middle parcel numerous times. I guess taking
out the huge grates on up stream side is their idea of
maintenance in perpetuity. To finalize my rant those effin' A
tweety arse kissing…. had the balls to use a picture of our
barn, the one they flooded, in promo blurb when the 4,000
acre rectangle was sold to MidPeninsual Open Space group.
That barn is next to the 200 acre parcel of UTC's that runs
East and cuts our Southern parcel somewhat off. Thank God
ingress/egress easements were done nearly a century ago
because their local atty said, "Our attorneys can find no



record of easements." In my usual fashion I replied, "Well
they must be pretty stupid because the easement grants track
with grantor property not grantee." and walked out of time
wasting reparation meeting. I've got the initial letter informing
they have polluted us and will never be able to completely
clean up. Also kept letter from Bay Area Water Quality Mgmnt
Board telling me to cease and desist re-opening windmill
powered well below our 20 acre lake. The dam and windmill
were constructed in 30's and 40's. They also contoured runoff
in a way that sends all surface flow from 2+mile ridge above it
to the lake. It has only gone dry once since built. That was 3
years ago. 

Pissed me those fucking jerks did/have and always will. Their
new place in Florida is target of class action lawsuit due to
25,000 gallon spill of same damn chemical. It polluted water
supply for 80 house quite expensive community. For UTC it is
just same shit different day and location. If anyone would like
kmz points or any other info feel free to contact me. This one
is my rage against the machine but I'll only smash punkins for
pie. Peace, out.

Killer Dana says:
October 7, 2016 at 10:26 am

This  morning in Jackson California looks  worse than a War  Zone .

The  Idiot in Sacramento  called  MOONBEAM  is  hell bent on
releasing poison fall out on the whole  state of  California. 

Reply

Dennie says:
October 7, 2016 at 10:09 pm

While I'm certain that Moonbeam (Jerry Brown) knows about
SAG/SAI and SRM, I don't think for even one second that he
was or is somehow instrumental in the policies ensuring it's
reality and it's continuation.  Rather, that is in the realm of the
OUT-OF-CONTROL Military presence on Earth and the rest of
us who are for the most part suffering from mass Stockholm
Syndrome, a.k.a., going along to "get along."  Stooopid sheep.
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BaneB says:
October 8, 2016 at 6:00 am

Dennie:  I agree with you that Governor Moonbean is not
directly involved in these weather terrorist operations.  He
surely knows it's going on.  While my texts to his and
Newsom's office might be discarded   or not, I can't be the
only Citizen that keeps writing and educating these non-
responsive tax consumers.  They know as you say, and
Sacramento is majorly sprayed most of the year.  The nation is
a prisoner in the death grip of the military-industrial complex.
 The monstrosity has become more powerful than the
Constitutional republic we once enjoyed.  The politicians are
corrupted, the grass roots is rotten, and in general the
population has accepted the enslavement as a "good."  

Alan says:
October 7, 2016 at 10:04 am

Complete white-out in northern San Diego County today.
 Temperatures expected to be 15-20 degrees above normal over
the weekend.  

Reply

JF says:
October 7, 2016 at 4:05 pm

Here in Riverside the temp is about 90. The sun feels a lot
hotter though.

Sky is full chem clouds

Dennie says:
October 7, 2016 at 10:11 pm

Nothin' but chem clouds all over the Bay Area/Northern CA
today.  The Big Fat puffy white trails, criss-crossing like a
lattice pie top– chem trail pie!  We had a sunset with clouds
out over the bay and further east that looked a lot like coral-
colored cotton candy– yeee-uchhhh!
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October 7, 2016 at 8:05 am

After a couple of month's with no visible "con trails" we are now
getting slammed as bad as I've ever seen it on the central coast of
CA. I can actually smell it, it's so bad. We're being exterminated like
bugs. OMG.

Reply

LS says:
October 7, 2016 at 7:22 pm

The Sierra, too. Really, really heavy spraying including some
of the black trails. 

Bella_Fantasia says:
October 7, 2016 at 5:21 am

For whatever it's worth, the Nobel Prize in Chemistry has been
awarded for having created molecular sized machines.  I'm less
than thrilled to hear it.  In world where the elites bomb, destroy,
starve and drown entire populations and whole countries, what
good could possibly come from this?

https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/chemistry/laureates
/2016/press.html

Reply

Bella_Fantasia says:
October 7, 2016 at 5:33 am

My bad.  It may be a distinction without a difference, but the
prize was awarded "for the design and synthesis of molecular
machines"

Wow, they made a nano-car!  Who the #@&% cares? 

BaneB says:
October 7, 2016 at 5:28 pm

KenB:  The entire state is being hammered because the jet
stream is actually running from north to south throughout the
state.  That brings moisture, that would bring rain, that would
alleviate the drought.  These criminal only show up with their
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jet fleet if a moisture field is nearby that would follow the jet
stream.  That is why for several months in your area and here
in Mendicino we had relatively clear blue skies minus the
obvious jet trails and morphing monstrosities.  There was no
real threat of rain or moisture.  But the LA/San Diego area was
sprayed like cockroaches to stop the tropical moisture trying
to get into that region from Central America and Mexico.
 Between the obvious microwave transmissions and the
spraying the maintained that region into its six year of
drought.  Good luck.  We are all of us going to need that, and
something of the divine too.

bob says:
October 6, 2016 at 11:57 pm

I hate how every day this week, AccuWeather said its going to be in
the 80s and 'nice and warm'.

  There is nothing nice about it being 80 in October in Ohio.  That
use to be called summer.

Reply

Dennie says:
October 7, 2016 at 10:15 pm

The Five-Day Forecast on Bay Area TeeVee station KTVU
showed a steady 5-degrees-per-day temp increase
culminating on Saturday at 90 degrees fahrenheit– "warm,"
they called it.  We used to call that "hot."  WTF–???

Jim says:
October 8, 2016 at 9:30 am

Media manipulation, they want you to believe these Temps are
somehow normal. 
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Susan Ferguson says:
October 6, 2016 at 8:26 pm

Washington Leads The World To War
Paul Craig Roberts Oct. 5, 2016
The oligarchy is entrenched in Washington with control over
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economic and foreign policy positions, think tanks and other
lobbyists, and the media. The people control nothing. What does the
world think when they see Donald Trump damned because he
doesn’t want war with Russia or the American economy moved
offshore?  Where in American politics do Washington’s European,
British, Canadian, Australian, and Japanese vassals see leadership
worthy of their sacrifice of sovereignty and independent foreign
policy? Where do they even see a modicum of intelligence? Why
does the world look to the most stupid, vile, arrogant, corrupt and
murderous government on the planet for leadership?  War is the
only destination to which Washington can lead.
http://www.paulcraigroberts.org/2016/10/05/washington-leads-
the-world-to-war-paul-craig-roberts/

Reply

a simple horseman says:
October 6, 2016 at 7:58 pm

Dane, Good Job!!! Great photos of satellite imagery!!

I noticed a future catch term in the very last image on this article.
So just like "Global warming" turned into "climate change". Follow
me here folks, "Microwave transmissions" turned into "gravity
waves". Please tell me I'm not the only one that connected those
dots!

Reply

Ryan Kuntz says:
October 7, 2016 at 7:33 am

No sir you are not the only one that recognizing the changes ,
I believe the so-called  meteorologist (weather
experts/gatekeepers) have to keep  making changes because
people keep like me like to call them on there bullshit . To
keep the masses guessing there tactic is to keep tossing out
more bullshit. Have a nice day.
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JR says:
October 6, 2016 at 7:50 pm

Today 10-06-16 and I'm sure last night they were busy just
referring on how the sky looked this morning.  Whited out for most
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part, not much blue up there. They (devils) were tearing it up with
SAG/SRM. See you folks, and may God accompany you from
Southwest, New Mexico.

Reply

Be says:
October 6, 2016 at 7:44 pm

They put in a tremendous amount of work in today with the
geoengineering.  I think they are using Matthew to gain more
control of the news narrative.  Keep in mind that at times when
there isn't a big weather event or a storm wasn't as bad as they had
hoped, the narrative has slipped and info they didn't want to come
out has come out.  It's been a few weeks without a big event. 
Hopefully this hurricane is not enough for these guys to regain
control of the narrative for more than a few days.

Reply

Teri says:
October 7, 2016 at 7:44 am

as far as i am concerned they murdered…MURDERED…300
people so far in Haiti…it was a deliberate man made storm.
seeded and directed to flow into Haiti and then turn around
and come back! hit them again..those who rule the world then
steered the storm right into florida and the south carolina
coast for headlines! it is OBVIOUS. 

people should call it what it is..MURDER. deliberate
destruction with weather weapons. 

these insane monsters intend to create global war and what is
worse? they can find people even more insane then them to
fight it for them?!! people that put on a uniform and blow
away anyone and everyone they are told is the latest flavor of
enemy. it changes of course with the whim and will of the
diseased minds that rule us. and yet somehow they get
people to ''follow'' them? as a ''leader''…that truly is insane.!!
where do you get thousands of people..around the globe to do
your bidding even when it means mass murder of innocent
people and innocent animals, plants, fish ect?

the same mentality that sprays us like cockroaches is applied
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to those in uniform on the ground. they handed over their
souls to someone else's whim. they handed over their volition
and reason to someone else. became a killing machine willing
to murder for hire. 

it makes me shake my head wondering how the heck ever
came about? how could global societies have lost their minds
so completely? to somehow think it is okay to murder as long
as someone tells you to do it. ''just following orders don't you
know''….truly those people carrying out the SAG programs
and global world wars have reached a level of evil even
greater then those ordering it done! 

Mirjana says:
October 6, 2016 at 6:17 pm

Hello All….it is truly shocking and unbelievable to me that
everybody that is still fast asleep, thinks that we have natural
clouds in the sky- no matter how fake and engineered they look. I
am pulling my hair out- pretty soon there will be none left…..why
will they not wake up- choose not to hear of it- rather stay sleep
until it's too late. UGH- so frustrating!!

Reply
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Jenny says:
October 6, 2016 at 6:05 pm

I only was outside today for a few hours in the late afternoon/early
evening but I saw NO trails, jet planes or clouds;  not a single one.
 My husband said the planes must have been busy doing something
near the hurricane but he refuses to investigate geoengineering
and doesn't really believe that.  I said doesn't it seem strange to
you that normally there are lines, haze, clouds, etc. and you can
often see planes making trails yet today there is NOTHING?  I mean
if you think all the lines are from regular commercial air traffic and
are just contrails, you wouldn't have rare days when there are NO
jet planes (we always have small private planes flying around
except in bad weather) along with no trails and clouds, you would
still see the commercial flights every single day.  He didn't really
answer me.  I know I've made this point before on this site but I
don't understand how people can be so freaking stupid and
stubborn about this when stuff has been pointed out to them again
and again.
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When the sun got close to setting I could tell by the kind of fuzzy
circle around it that the air still had particulates in it to some
degree, though.

Reply

Ryan Kuntz says:
October 7, 2016 at 8:03 am

Hi Jenny it took me five years to get my wife and kids to see it
but only six months for my nephew (13)to pick up on it , call it
a learning curve ,maybe , keep trying because as my family is
realizing the old man ain't so crazy. P.S. Go buy your own
strait jacket ,there much more comfortable when there
custom fitted to your build.  Ha ha. Have a nice day.

Jenny says:
October 7, 2016 at 8:54 pm

Well, thanks for the feedback, Ryan, although I will not be
buying any straitjackets.  I'm perfectly sane.  Worried,
concerned, and angry, though, as I should be.  And I've
always been more observant and noticed things about people
and places that my husband hasn't. 

My family will either refuse to watch videos or will only watch
a few minutes and will just disbelieve it.  And they get mad
when I point out stuff while we're in the car.  

If there's anything you did or said in particular that helped
your family realize what's going on, please share it with us
here.

Free Energy Technologies says:
October 6, 2016 at 5:41 pm

We need to find out what technology they are using it looks like
something supernatural is taking place with our weather with very
little footprints of evidence left behind other than the geometric
shapes and unnatural weather patterns I mean if you think about it
frequencies can already if done correctly move heavy objects like
missal then it will be easy to move lots of particulats that water
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bonds to and lots of water droplets because the weight and mass is
so little if you want to have more of an idea on how weather control
is done and how it feels to do it download an Aerodynamics
interactive program on an electronic device and you can manipulate
the smoke/particulates that would represent the storms and you
can see what applications are more effective at controlling the
weather on a device and two common methods used to control the
weather the most effective and efficient are #1 Toroidal vortices
and #2 simplification of a storm mainly through geometric
shapes  #3 manipulation of wind currents which means that they
can make thee own wind currents by applying frequencies that
push and pull air #4 moisture scattering or scattering moisture and
last but not least creating/deleting clouds all or some of these
methods can control the weather at a serious level and of course
this technology is going to be weaponized and abused.

Reply

Rachel Robson says:
October 7, 2016 at 8:04 am

Gee FTE, Your post is astute!  Well said.

bc says:
October 6, 2016 at 5:20 pm

Mindful of the ongoing & constant weather manipulation of
Canada's western provinces this year. Bizarre cold & snow over
Saskatchewan, Canada's bread basket. What started out to be a
bumper cereal crop has had the grain quality lowered by constant
rains which has doubled the harvest time & now it appears the last
20% may not be harvested at all. Look at the satellite shot today to
see ridiculous cloud formation, rotation & manipulation. These I
believe are ongoing experiments in eco destruction for the purpose
of planetary control & suppression. Pointed my wife to the barred
cloud formations comparable to these pictures over central coastal
BC a few nights ago telling her that radio frequency was behind it.
Another thing, we live in a very buggy place. Cluster flies are very
prevalent this time of year but for two years in a row there has been
no flies. Sometimes thousands will mass along the sunny side of
the log buildings in the evening sunset before frost. Lots of frost so
far but no flies. Spraying is ongoing daily but mostly over the
pacific, at night & over the cloud formations. Sneaky bastards!
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Reply

frank says:
October 6, 2016 at 4:39 pm

This is some of your best work right here. Now, if I could just
encourage you to do this for the manipulations of this Hurricane
Mathew. That would be a home run that would let me sit beside all
the friends that I haven't worn out yet and show them the truth of
the unbelievable power called geoengineering.

Reply
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Eric says:
October 6, 2016 at 3:48 pm

Thanks Dane for your response .  Eric  Lansing Mi 

Reply

sheri carter says:
October 6, 2016 at 8:40 pm

Did anyone else notice that Haiti got a direct hit. Recently one
of their diplomats or some position like that just outed the
clinton foundation for stealing so much of the money that was
supposed to go to Haiti. coincidence perhaps if you believe in
those.
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David former Navy Aerographers Mate Weather
Observer/Forecaster says:
October 6, 2016 at 2:41 pm

Hurricane Matthew strengthens to a Category 4 Hurricane having
140 mph winds, with a central pressure of 938 millibars. Usually a
Hurricane of this magnitude is very well developed and solid
(tightly wound), but outside influences are scattering sections of
the storm, it physically looks like a poorly organized Category 1
Hurricane, with a possible secondary eye wall forming. A new storm
track, brings the hurricanes path into a loop, possible striking
Florida for a second time, early next week! Category 1 Hurricane
Nicole is out to the East of Matthew too, what path will she take?

Reply
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Jim says:
October 8, 2016 at 9:35 am

It will take whatever path "they" want. 

Pedro says:
October 6, 2016 at 11:14 am

Hello Dane and friends, thank you for your Work.
Mr Dane W., amazing Work as usual.
We don't have clouds anymore.
I think every Person with more than 50 years can remember very
well that when there is wind, the clouds travel with the wind (
having clouds, of course ). Normally, and if we get old info about it,
clouds stay trapped in the wind corridors, and travel free. Now what
we see day after day is stationary clouds and white lines of aerosol
that remain hours in the same local ( sometimes forming new
clouds, if atmospheric humidity allows it ), moving only a bit, even
when near the ground we have strong wind blowing all the day. Now
under 4 km of altitude, more or less, and above 1.5 km, more or
less, where wind is stronger ( in the Wind corridors "zone" ), we
can't find clouds, with the exception when aerosol form clouds ( by
catalyzing humidity ) near the top of small mountains or elsewhere
when humidity is very high, or when big clouds that are formed in
the Ocean come traveling with the wind from the West to the inner
land ( the very big and white clouds that "Andrew from scotland"
mentioned some months ago in his e-mail – those that are sprayed
with " fly coal ash " – that contains lead and arsenic – the very
white and big clouds having sometimes a very black base, and
almost always without rain ).
In the other day I was talking with a guy from "my mountain" about
this PROBLEM, and we were looking to the F planes, and he points
his mobile phone to the air ( he go to the net and show me a site
that can track airplanes in the air if we point the camera of the
phone to the planes ) and with this he obtained all the info about
the flight – from where it come and to where it go ( !! ). The flight
was passing about 4.6 km high.
Now companies must fly much higher than before ( because they fly
over the MFs ), with greater costs for the passengers and have to
make shorter trips around the World because of that too.
I'm looking with attention to these MFs for more or less 6 months,
and I see a lot of times very strange maneuvers in the air, like; for 3
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times – planes crossing with each others with less than 300 m in
between / for several times – alterations on the route with sudden
turns of 90 degrees, sometimes looking like one decides turning to
join a parallel route with another / and at least 3 times – big planes
swinging sharply to either sides with wings, over and over ( when
spraying ), like trying to empty ( clean ) the tanks from the F load.
For me this maneuvers are impossible to be done with passengers
on board.
For me the picture is this, level by level; 1st – low Atmosphere (
always with the F aerosol mist ) / 2nd – wind corridors "zone" / 3rd
– with lines of aerosol – fake clouds – and MFs / 4th – ( only above
) we can find passenger planes ( passing high and without leaving
any F trails ) / 5th – the Stratosphere – and "our" Precious and
"dying" Ozone.
Don't want to be long – one more thing:
Without Rain Forests we are doomed.
Every Forest is important, of course. But these very special Forests
breathe much more and through all the year ( because they are in
warm latitudes ), they produce a LOT of water vapor and REAL
clouds, and PURE rain ( and of course – MEGA quantities of O2 ).
These Forests – the Rain Forests – can produce Global Climate, as
we know. And more – warm and very humid air when rises from
Equatorial regions, eventually ends colliding with cold and much
more dry air from above, and it is this way more frequently Electric
Storms occur.
Without Electric Storms, only with ( a lot of  ) difficulty Ozone
reposition can happen.
Good Luck to Us All.

Reply

Rachel Robson says:
October 6, 2016 at 1:43 pm

Hi Pedro, good post!  Here in the Bay Area, in Berkeley, CA, I
can remember years ago, decades? of watching big fluffy
clouds blow west to east disintegrating as they did.  And this
not just when windy but rather with a constant if nearly
imperceptible high wind.  Now, a big fluffy might just sit there
all day!  I can see how young ones could miss this, but not
those age 40 or more.  To me, it is Very odd and unsettling.
 Of course one could say that is the least of it, especially next
to nearly festive sky tricks, but it is the most constant



reference, cloud wise. 

By the way, love the point the phone, find the plane trick!  Too
cool for school!  How? 

Hopsing says:
October 6, 2016 at 4:19 pm

   Every night I shine a flashlight or laser pointer into the sky
and I am amazed at all the particles I see in the beam. Does
anyone else notice it? I keep hoping one night I won't see
anything, like it used to be. I do live in the country where
there's not any streetlights, but still you never used to see the
beam of a flashlight or pointer. I find one of the hardest things
to believe about geo-engineering…is the denial.

Dennie says:
October 6, 2016 at 10:46 pm

Wondering if we could get a "log" listing who's doing what in
the skies from ordinary folks phoning in ratting on the spray
planes– just point, click and send the info to a website that
rats on who's doing the spraying– what would THAT do?  L-O-
V-E to see it happen.  A regular Hall of Shame.

BaneB says:
October 7, 2016 at 6:29 pm

Hopsing:  Yes, every night I take my little 8 pound dog out for
her constitutional.  My million watt light can light up the
overhead freak clouds.  And it's great for exposing what is
nothing short of air so filthy, and not fit to inhale and still
remain healthy.  The weather matters not. Before a cold front,
after a cold front, none of the toxic "smoke" ever clears out.
 And my view was once nearly pristine.  It's now a whiteout
with distant mountains smeared in a white haze.  No let up.

Susan Ferguson says:
October 6, 2016 at 11:03 am

Why America Needs War
Dr. Jacques R. Pauwels 2003 / Global Research, Sept 28, 2016
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"… The great strength of American capitalism is also its great
weakness, namely, its extremely high productivity.  … During the
Second World War, the wealthy owners and top managers of the big
corporations learned a very important lesson: during a war there is
money to be made, lots of money.  … the arduous task of
maximizing profits – the key activity within the capitalist American
economy – can be absolved much more efficiently through war than
through peace … Military state expenditures were the source of
high profits.  In order to keep the profits gushing forth generously,
new enemies and new war threats were urgently needed now that
Germany and Japan were defeated. How fortunate that the Soviet
Union existed… corporate America, the America of the super-rich
– urgently needed a new enemy in order to justify the titanic
expenditures for “defense” which were needed to keep the wheels
of the nation’s economy spinning at full speed … It is for this
reason that the Cold War was unleashed in 1945, not by the Soviets
but by the American “military-industrial” complex, as President
Eisenhower would call that elite of wealthy individuals and
corporations that knew how to profit from the “warfare economy.”
… the nation’s big corporations largely determine what the
government in Washington may or may not do … Mars [the god]
could remain the patron saint of the American economy or, more
accurately, the godfather of the corporate Mafia that manipulates
this war-driven economy and reaps its huge profits without bearing
its costs. … The media present no problem, as newspapers,
magazines, TV stations, etc. are either owned by big corporations
or rely on them for advertising revenue. … the state has to
cooperate, so in Washington one needs men and women one can
count upon, preferably individuals from the very own corporate
ranks… The America of wealth and privilege is hooked on war,
without regular and ever-stronger doses of war it can no longer
function…  …  Welcome to the 21st century, welcome to [the]
brave new era of permanent war!"
http://www.globalresearch.ca/why-america-needs-war/5328631

Reply

LS says:
October 6, 2016 at 1:01 pm

Susan  – Imagine the money that will get poured into an area
for rebuilding after a hurricane. Weather War works in the
same way for the same players. 



Dane – 10,000 visitors just today. Your efforts are paying off
in a big way. Knowledge is power.

Rachel Robson says:
October 6, 2016 at 1:55 pm

Yes, our military gets 51% of all our money to spend-
government wise, leaving 49% for Every Thing else, from
veterans to schools to Social Security, on and on and on.  I
hate getting played, and that is what they are doing.  At the
same time, every single politician it seems is having to beg for
money, so much money!  Think of what all could have been
done with that!  Like say, clean energy, substantial stuff,
frittered away all to elect the least worse candidate.  Sad state
of affairs.

Joseph L. says:
October 6, 2016 at 5:34 pm

Nice photos — Dane
War is big business— capitalism loves war.  The only
difference now our wars are sanitized — by that not shown on
television like the Vietnam War in the 60s and 70s.  They
show no body bags and it is like war is normal.  There is also
no draft. of young man . We are actually  at war right now in
how many countries?  I am not totally sure but   Iraq,
Afghanistan , Syria, and more than just those 3 since we have
military bases all over the world.   1000 military bases
worldwide
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-worldwide-network-of-us-
military-bases/5564
War is a racket  written in 1935 by 4 star general Smedley
Butler
https://www.ratical.org/ratville/CAH/warisaracket.html

BaneB says:
October 6, 2016 at 6:18 pm

The corporate elite and their NYC penthouses and luxurious
corporate offices can burn up just as quickly as my little
mountain hut or a San Francisco Victorian.  These sociopaths
are gambling with all our lives.  Russia is not Grenada nor the



rice and straw hut economy of Vietnam.  In a instant the
nation can be made over into a radioactive funeral pyre.  The
ruling military-industrial-economic mafia fails to heed the
signs of their own entrapment.  And they set us up as their
expendable pawns.  Sanity, where have you hid yourself?

Pedro says:
October 7, 2016 at 3:05 am

Hello All.

America needs – war – because the shadow leaders of the
system are MURDERERS. Money is just a pretext. The same
about Big pharma.

People in the World need Food, Water, Forests – and the other
Animals too, GOOD Air and – Love.

The psycho family have to have the same fate as the Trilobites
had.

Dennie says:
October 7, 2016 at 10:30 am

To the WAR PIGS (NOT my "brothers," or "sisters," either– so
THERE!!!) AND most especially, their EGGHEADED EEDJOT
"ORDER BARKERS," the "SCIENTISTS" behind this HEINOUS
WEAPON OF MASS DESTRUCTION:

“By modulating the ambient current flowing in the ionosphere,
e.g., the auroral electrojet, it is possible to generate extremely
low frequency (ELF) and very low frequency (VLF) radiation.
This ionospheric modification technique can provide such
waves for probing both the Earth and the ionosphere-
magnetosphere…"

WELL, I PERSONALLY wouldn't mind seeing some kind of
AMAZING TECHNIQUE providing for the IMMEDIATE PROBE of
YOUR LOWER CHAKRAS, YOU A$$HOLE SUCK HOGS!!!!!!!  AND
I SINCERELY HOPE SOME OF YOUR F()CKING GOONS DOWN AT
THAT FLORIDA NAVAL PROPAGANDA BASE ARE READING
THIS–



David Smith says:
October 6, 2016 at 9:45 am

Here in south Florida listening to the BS weather media. Have you
seen some maps. Obama really needs to hide the assaults on Syria
and his art of Killing Syria troops and slapping Russia in the face.
All to over throw the government to run a pipe line.

This is the same distraction Obama pulled with Sandy. History
repeats itself.

Reply

BaneB says:
October 6, 2016 at 6:32 pm

David:  read PNAC, and the Yinon Plan, or A Clean Break.
 Various elements want different kinds of booty.  The pipeline
is perhaps a equal impetus with the aforementioned scheming
against Middle East nations, but really the pipeline is not
the the foundation for the incredible US foreign policy
blunders that allow/direct our nation to be pimped out
for purposes of another, a so-called friendly ally. 9-11 set the
stage for what we now observe.  The miscalculations founded
upon a string of ongoing lies is what allowed Russia to take
advantage of the 'vacuum of credibility' caused by the US
supporting the terrorists who are proxies for ousting Assad.
 Ousting Assad is Israel's hearts desire second only to
destroying Iran.  Russia is telling the US they will not allow
this to occur.  We are in deep shite.
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Donna-AZ says:
October 6, 2016 at 8:41 am

Hitting Arizona hard this morning. I haven't seen this much spray in
months. I counted 20+ up there at the same time. Long trails, but
they seem to stop when they get to the edge of the Maricopa
County.  I can tell you that they are all in on it, "Telescopes Don't
Lie."

Reply

joe Strauss says:
October 6, 2016 at 10:55 am
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I refer to Donna-AZ , Arizona reply message.   Here in San
Francisco,  I too noticed not much spraying in prior months,  
Today, Thurs Oct. 6 all blue skies and the X pattern appears,
9AM.  X is the Military satellite location co-ordinates for where
location of these specific chemical trails are.   Two types of
chem.   trails.   Long thin line ,disappearing with in  3 mins.
And wide lines , disappearing slowly over 15 mins.   So the
chem trails are on going, I see that…   And Good cheers for
Dane W and the informing of us,(ie those who desire to know.)

JF says:
October 7, 2016 at 1:30 pm

There has been no spraying here in Southern CA for at least a
month. Then it started again this week, and heavy today
(Friday Oct 7). By the early afternoon the sky was full of chem
clouds, as I call them.

I wonder why they weren't spraying for all of this time, and
then suddenly started up again?

Dane Wigington says:
October 7, 2016 at 1:50 pm

Hello JF, yes, the spraying has been much more covert in
some regions, but it has still continued at some level in almost
all locations. In many cases it can be much less visible
depending on atmospheric conditions and the level of the
operation. Any bright trail you see behind a jet is in all
likelihood a sprayed dispersion, the short bright trails that
appear to dissapate are especially prevelant with the heat of
summer. We have film footage of the shorter trails being
turned on and off, this is not condensation. If your skies
appear silvery white when looking toward sunrise or sunset,
then the air is full of particulates. The horizon to horizon trails
are only one aspect of the climate engineering insanity.
Changing seasons and the geoengineering objectives will
again reveal the more blatant spraying patterns as you have
observed today.

Joe Corvia says:
October 6, 2016 at 8:15 am
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Hurricane Matthew is being kept away from Miami and NY/NJ. This
is to protect the immense wealth in these areas. Every time I put a
comment on a weather website to expose this, I soon after get a
reply to paint me as a "one of those wackos". The last one said I
was a (wakadoodle). These are not carefully thought out replies
and give the appearance that my comment isn't worthy of
consideration. The shills monitor these websites for any use of the
word geoengineerring, climate engineering, chemtrails etc. It's part
of the ongoing effort to debunk and embarrass anyone with
knowledge of their weather manipulation.

Why are they so desperate to keep this a secret? Wouldn't it be a
good thing to steer a storm away from areas of wealth? Yes, except
when they steer it away from one area that means someone else
takes the hit. If your home was destroyed under this manipulation I
think you'd be pretty angry and want to sue. So, they are
destroying others to protect their wealth. That's why they are so
desperate to keep this all a secret. In addition, the money to carry
out these atrocities is probably coming from the taxes of the very
people they are destroying.

These people are without any morals or principles and I think quite
dangerous.

Reply

Dawnski says:
October 6, 2016 at 10:15 am

Well Joe. I consider myself blessed to be one of 24,000,000
wackadoodles who woke up thanks to Dane Wigington. I'm
totally with that. 

LS says:
October 6, 2016 at 8:06 am

Congratulations on 24,000,000 views, Dane. What an
accomplishment that can never be denied or taken away. Thanks to
you for all that you are and all that you do for Life on Earth. 

Reply

Dawnski says:
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October 6, 2016 at 8:53 am

I just saw that too, and celebrate our growing numbers.
Anxious to read Dane's hurricane updates. Interesting how
this storm aptly named Matthew, a book in the bible that
describes end times activity, has the appearance of an owls
face. Creepy owl worshipping elite whoo's who's.

penny waters says:
October 6, 2016 at 7:48 am

i live in essex in england.                                                                 The
skies above me are full of human filth. The airport authorities wrote
to me a couple of years ago to say they were going to change the
flight path into london and instead they have filled our skies with
their foulness. I am a gardener, have a Bsc in herbal medicine and a
wild food eater and have been engaging with plants for the last
forty years. This year has been the worst i have ever seen. Many
young birds with obvious growths this year have died. Insects –
hardly see 'em. Little rain this year and when it does 'rain' the land
is not cleaned as it was, and the foliage has black stuff on them.
Nothing is growing properly but if, as you say the sunlight is
different, then that is why. Have also noticed burning on the leaves,
where obviously stuff was not mixed properly and it has fallen to
earth in lumps and burnt the plants. Have to stop worrying,
specially cos i eat plants directly from my garden – how can i stop –
i am poor and cannot afford the supermarket food – doubtfully
healthy anyway.                                   

Have been watching the colours in the skies for years – wondering
why the sunsets were strange colours. have decided to chase this
through our lowest government – parish council – it will be a
struggle cos i have been a councilor before and know the attitude
of the others – mostly retired people with money and no real
consciouness

Gormless – a word my mum used when i was a child – old indo-
european word meaning (you've guessed it) not awake! Do people
sleep because they would have to act if they were awake – most
people in this so-called free country we live in have always been
treated as serfs – to underpin the norman aristocracy – 1000 yrs of
suppression – that is why they sleep. tis not the dreaded 'anglo-
saxons' – tis an illusion that the english and the british are the
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same – the british (of the british empire) hide amongst us and call
themselves english – but they have their own society within. They
go to private schools where only known families need apply. They
use private schools, private health and their own circle of friends
and society. They don't mix with the likes of us. How do i know this
– my dad was poor but was born in london of long term london
people  – when one lives that close to the wealthy – one knows

enough of the doom and gloom. having had a crazy out of the main
stream life i am not too concerned about popping off but i feel for
the people who have children. tis dreadful!!!!!

much love to you all trying to make sense of human behaviour

Reply

Peter Gregory says:
October 6, 2016 at 11:33 am

Well said, i would be careful what you eat these days, that
stuff they are spraying in the sky isnt good but then again the
stuff you buy in the su[permarkets could be just has bad for
your health. I have children and im forever thinking what the
world will be like for them when theygrow up! Like yourself im
not afraid of passing over to the next place has i believe in
God and i know he will take care of the believers but its
watching these greedy governments who dont care about the
people they just care about the powerful elite and how much
they can get from the working class.

Teri says:
October 6, 2016 at 12:28 pm

doesn't matter what we eat. it is all tainted and polluted these
days. we just harvested some apples from our heirloom apple
tree. the apples looked almost completely black.! spotted like
dipped in tar. brought them inside and washed them and the
black goo washed off but we dare not to eat them. figure the
toxins that coated the skin black probably reached inside as
well. we might decide to just peel them and turn them into



dried apples. pretty sickening looking stuff. like a black tar. it
coated every apple on the tree…some still have green and
green showing through the black gunk. 

  the trees, ground, grasses, air, water. all are poisoned.
deliberately as well. it makes no sense to me to kill every
living thing and the planet as well if your goal is only to cull
the human herd. there are plenty of other ways to cull the
herd then to waste the whole planet and life on it. have to
wonder what other goals they have in mind…i am sure they
have a number of them. those who rule planet as if they own it
and all life are truly evil. 

Dennie says:
October 7, 2016 at 12:28 pm

The more things change the more they stay the same.  A
bunch of the "British" left England and re-created their Very
Own Old Boy system in the "democracy" known as the United
States of Amnesia," er, "AMERICA," where we have the exact
same system of HAVES vs. HAVE-NOTS, doing the exact same
dirty work, and calling everybody a "racist" if we notice that,
actually.  We've got rich folks behaving exactly as their
"oppressors", but no one complaint once they're driving a
Mercedes or a BMW– to Hell with the Lincoln Continental and
the Cadillacs– once you "have money" in our "classless"
society of equals, everyone's the same once the greed sets
in.  Dennis Banks, the Native American activist, said it so well
thirty five years ago– everyone comes to America because of
greed.

paul fowler says:
October 6, 2016 at 6:15 am

A picture paints a thousand words . The Nasa photo's say a lot .
Speaking of Nasa , here is a Nasa contractor who's biggest fear for
humanity is climate change . Climate change scares him so much
he wants to colonize Mars to save humanity . He would like to get
the ticket price down to about $200 000 from the estimated 5 000
000 . I guess I will be staying here . If this idea sounds like
madness to you your not alone . However the colonization of Mars
could be a good thing if they would send all those that are hell bent
on destroying this planet , it could be the new Australia of the
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universe . If they sent the kooky kabbal to mars I'm sure then the
American population wouldn't mind spending billions of tax dollars
on this project .
He once bought a F1 race car then promptly smashed it up . He just
might  be a little reckless . If you are on the flight to mars try not to
think of that little detail .  His pet project is conspicuously called the
"RED DRAGON". Why am I not surprised ?
This guy has spent more on lobbing than most of will make in a life
time . He donates to both parties although he heavily favours the
democrats . He has an idea of direct democracy over the internet
which sounds good but I can't help but think that it could be
hijacked so easily by those warped on domination.
He and his companies will receive an estimated 4.5 billion in
government subsidies . He co founded " Pay Pal ", he bought  "
Tesla" and founded "Space X " and he has a huge contract with
Nasa . Meet Elon Musk ( Mr. squeaky clean , I highly doubt it ) 

Reply

Ryan Kuntz says:
October 7, 2016 at 9:13 am

Back in 1986 we had a representative from the nasa show up
at our local mind control build, other wise know as public
school , a group guest was ask (pre questionnaire) when will
we return to the moon to pick up the trash we left ? The
answer we received to this day makes question the whole
space program ……………….

Gaile Willis says:
October 6, 2016 at 5:00 am

One has to wonder how the effects if nuclear detonations or
biological releases might be affected by these chemical cocktails
laid down in advance. So very evil!!

Reply
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LoriBridgeford says:
October 6, 2016 at 1:00 am

Very telling to have the images from above , and then compare to
the pictures I take here in Shasta Co. CA. This explains the
diversity/ alterations I log/track & archive. One would think every
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news/ meteorologist would have this be a NEWS ALERT -with a split
screen depicting live footage of Matthew & these HAARP/NEXRAD
transmission platform "works". So ALL were paid to today to zip
their lips. They should insert a TV commercial  saying: "I am
Lucifer-and I approve of this message".  Check out several vids on
Before its news site as there is a 10 min. vid suggesting a NEW
Saffir and Simpson scale be added to the  usual 1-5.  Having a
ramped up Category 6 would accommodate the faster wind speeds
the power elite have whipped up. The last Cat. 5 was in 2007
-Nicaragua . FL may also get a DOUBLE hit/pass from  hurricane
Matthew and/or Nicole. My next email is to local Redding
meteorologist  @ KRCR (Mike Kreuger)  for a full and clear
explanation of these merciless skies ! Guess he is suicidal , doesn't
care ? Hhe is breathing this  TOXIC garbage every moment. I do
Mike. I care. You are to report news -not agree or obey your
masters/ handlers ! Have they all been chipped ? How can ALL
media sit on this ? Does anyone ever QUIT ?  How about his anchor
mates in news and sports  ?  Something is very wrong here. Do
these anchor people have friends  awake and furious ? Dane
actually  got a nasty  e-note last wk claiming they are being bullied
into covering a  total conspiracy -and to go away/ stop. Carole
Fergason from our local paper (Record Searchlight) said on a radio
show  9-12-16 on  KCNR 1460 " We will not be covering geo-
engineering."   Media Black-out  in full force here in Redding, CA. 
Same city Dane lives near. I call-in radio all the time on this. We are
in an epicenter. Legal Team members close.  Rally on the way for
both of these Tv & paper  deniers of the highest degree. The
vaccines clinics are also on the  "visit  "  list. We will take pictures &
report back with our  real 'breaking news"  -since they don't/won't
or can't.

Reply

LS says:
October 6, 2016 at 1:14 pm

Thanks Lori,  My husband was getting gas this morning and
he and the station cashier were out looking at the terrorists
spraying in the sky. A guy saw them and said " I know what
you are looking at, I am an EX meteorologist" and he drove
away. (Evidence of cracks in the dam of denial that are
widening daily). Some are leaving rather than work in the
business of lies and cover ups, thank goodness!



maria heibel says:
October 5, 2016 at 11:39 pm

Great great work! Thank you so much Dane
Maria 

Reply
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Jeanette S says:
October 5, 2016 at 11:26 pm

They were busy today. Beautiful all day then in the afternoon, the
lines started. Then there was a sky writing  the words "outsmart"
OHIC.com. Our air was cloudy for being sunny all day. They must
have been spraying the hl out of the ocean. Morons. Dane are these
pictures from today or when? I gauge how much the trash did by a
point on the freeway on the way home and looking at a peculiar
mountain in Fremont. The visibility dictates what kind of day it was.

Reply
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kathleen says:
October 5, 2016 at 11:20 pm

This is damning evidence, but those in power will still deny it, claim
it's photoshopped, whatever. They have lying — their only M.O. —
down to an art (apologies to all artists) and lack a conscience or
the ability to care about anyone but themselves and their
acquisition of power, money, property, and slaves.

Their use of technology to, e.g.., make Hurricane Sandy turn West,
or to drought California is a taste of what's to come if we can't
awaken the masses. All the chemical particulates floating down on
us make fire suppression virtually impossible, and poison all our
food and water, not to mention our air. In other words, we, the
people, are the enemy they are trying to eradicate. 

So, let's see: we are being poisoned at every level — multiple
vaccines at birth, GMO "foods", fluoride and other "leftovers" in
water, soils completely depleted of minerals, sun being blocked,
fracking on fault lines, oceans being killed from our waste and war
games, forests being cut and replaced with animal factories, an
FDA/USDA etc. owned by bigPharma feeding most animals
hormones and antibiotics (anti = against, biotic = life), on and on.
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Add that all up and it's hardly a surprise people are dumbed down
and drugged up to the point they have next to zero brain power.

If it weren't for Dane and all you wonderful people, I'd have no
hope. We're on a huge uphill battle, but we must carry on and do
what we can to enlighten the masses. In the meantime, save seeds,
plant seeds, sprout seeds and eat them, and look after yourselves.
If these psychopaths make a wrong move (on purpose or
accidentally), it could mean that we'll no longer have access to
fresh fruit and vegetables, clean water, and electricity for up to six
months, or longer if volcanoes go off, or an EMP hits us, or…

Please take this time to educate yourself and practice that Boy
Scout motto: Be Prepared. And share knowledge, and love…

Reply

Elena says:
October 5, 2016 at 9:36 pm

Wow, these photos are incredible. Dane is unbelievable, I don't
know how he does it. One of these would make a great billboard,
and lead to instant belief. Has anyone seen that one on YouTube,
someone made a nice video and used big chunks of Dane's videos,
then at the end there is a satellite photo of the Mother Earth with
climate engineering. There are so many lines of white all over the
globe, not the radio frequency manipulated type, just the straight
white lines of the trails, that it looks like the earth on coke, like
those lines of cocaine after they have been made with a razor blade
like in the movies. The Mother Earth on coke, what a new low, but it
would make a terrific billboard. Or one of these, a picture is worth a
thousand words, and labeled as a satellite photo there would be no
denying the reality, then there could be a line about the ongoing
climate engineering insanity. 

Reply
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virginia says:
October 5, 2016 at 9:13 pm

Dane:  These are absolutely incredibly alarming and fascinating
examples of what our government is doing to us.  And, happy to
say, they have finally convinced some diehard refuseniks about
geoengineering.  Early this evening I had two friends over (one a
schoolboard member in Shasta Co) whom I have tried to educate
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about weather warfare, etc. for sometime.  I showed them these
pictures and they read your column…..you are right, a picture is
worth a thousand words.  After their initial shock at seeing the
'evidence' they were sold.  Knowing these people will pass on their
newly-found knowledge to others made my day.  Even one at a
time, the word will spread.  Thanks for visual aids to help the
cause…tremendously effective.

Reply

Blam says:
October 5, 2016 at 11:28 pm

Its not our government, we no longer have a government, its
a corporation they allow you to have the illusion of a
government. Keeps the sheep pacified.

Dennie says:
October 5, 2016 at 9:08 pm

The title picture is clearly the aerial view of West Marin county, CA,
the county where I live… ROWS? Of "clouds?" Off of Point Reyes? 
Why the F()CK are the idiots doing this right over a National
Seashore area?  Well, after Dept. of Interior Sec'y Ken Salazar
signed off on the bad science in service of Agenda 21 that got the
Johnson Oyster company kicked out of the south side of Drake's
Bay (the curved area south of the point– great beaches, BTW, and
all less than a 2 hours' drive out of San Francisco, so come on out
and visit!) I thought "they" were all about "preserving" the
"environment" over there– so much for AIR QUALITY over their
precious National Seashore "wilderness area–" HA!

Reply

LS says:
October 6, 2016 at 7:18 am

Dennie.  I thought about you the instant I saw the first photo
off of Marin.  There is no place to escape to. Such a joke to cut
the spray over a national seashore and then it floats and falls
out over it!!!!  We don't need the Tahoe Regional Planning
Agency, either (an unelected bi state board that doesn't
acknowledge this elephant stomping on the environment of
the entire globe). Imagine the money that could be redirected
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if they stopped the deception and distraction that the planet
is spinning around today. The keys need to be handed to the
mothers now…. for healing. ONLY a order following,
testosterone fueled gang of earth rapists could accomplish
what these photos reveal and prove.

BaneB says:
October 6, 2016 at 8:29 am

Dennie:  My favorite place on earth….Point Reyes!  Yes, and it
really ticked off the people of the Bay Area and in the area of
Pt. Reyes because the Johnson Oyster Farm was a great
resource for purchasing fresh oysters free of the toxin that
shut down on occasion the oyster operation over in Marshall.
 Frequently I would drive from Marin over to there and
purchase large quart jars of freshly shucked oysters.  The
operation was clean and a joy to see.  That rural road into the
farm was graveled with crushed white shells.  Hat oyster farm
had been there many many years and the arrogant
bureaucrazies kicked them out because they could once the
Feds got their hooks into the land grab called the national
seashore.  Compare that to Muir Woods.  I briefly worked
there way back in the early 70's.  The concession building
was located OUTSIDE the park.  The redwood forest of
gigantic trees was accessed via graveled trails.  Somehow the
concession owner was allowed to construct a humongous gift
shop structure INSIDE the park among the redwoods.  And
the trails were paved over with macadam.  

Dennie says:
October 6, 2016 at 10:55 pm

Well, and we had the Americans with Disabilities Act, so the
parks had to COMPLY to accommodate folks in wheelchairs
who want to see the redwoods.  Yes I remember that crushed
oyster-shell paved road out on the rolling moors of west
Marin.  And now the assholes are going after the RANCHERS
out there, tryin' reeally hard in the upcoming election to get
the "right" supervisor in there who'll kick the ranchers off the
land in order to– what?– create a "wilderness area" so the tule
elk population can run amok, then blame the cattle for any
disease that pops up out there and gets the ruminids.  NO



ONE'S talking about Strauss Family Dairy, an organic dairy
farm on Tomales Bay that uses methane digesters to recycle
the cow patties back into energy once again.  Instead we're
hearing about how dirty and wasteful the dairy farms all are–
who needs food, anyway?  We're just a bunch of "useless
eaters" (and you, Henry, the worst of them all, may
Kissmyassinger!) and besides, we can always fly our food in
from Chile or China– !!!!!

Linda Lee says:
October 5, 2016 at 9:01 pm

Indeed Gabriel, who would have thought that a "dark cabal" would
perpetrate such horrors on the whole planet and its people.  And it
has been going on for decades, esp initially in places like Africa.

And yes Bella, I also agree that forces for goodness and Light are
operating on our behalf and strengthening us to help us survive the
onslaught…thank God, or none of us would probably be here now.

And Dane, those radio frequency pictures/patterns are
heartbreakingly real and eerie to look at…we all have to keep
sharing these pictures and any info we can….perhaps start sending
them anonymously to those in the dark power groups with a
message that we are circulating the knowledge of their evil to
everyone on earth…I believe in cosmic justice and at some point it
really has to kick in vigorously!!!  May God help us in any way they
can…and may the blessed truth of 5D Love and Harmony become
our reality sooner rather than later.  May the force be with us
all…..and may it build in loving power…

Reply
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Marc says:
October 5, 2016 at 7:19 pm

As a violinmaker and restorer I have worked with "curly maple" for
decades. About 5 years ago I became aware of what seemed like a
heretofore unnoticed (or nonexistent) cloud pattern that started
to recur more and more frequently. I always called them "curly
maple" clouds because of their resemblance to the figure in the
grain of the wood on the sides, necks and backs of violin-family
instruments, semi-parallel stripes that seem to undulate under a
varnish. At first I was puzzled by this aerial phenomenon but
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nonetheless thought it rather beautiful. And in some unsettling kind
of way, they are sort of amazing. But nowadays, when I see this
kind of crap I blurt out obscenities and "flip birds" to the sky.
Knowing what I know now, I see not "nature's beauty"  but only the
signature of a sinister and thoroughly soulless cabal of
masterminds who have, through infinite funding, co-opted some of
the best scientific minds on earth to do their bidding. Here again, I
stand in complete incredulity that there exist so
many scientists apparently ready and willing to earn their
paychecks doing research in their chosen field knowing full well
that their expertise and scientific genius will be in the service of
what is essentially a "war machine" by any other name. I mean,
look at the Second World War. Thousands of scientists became
devoted to contributing technological advances in the service
of their respective country. The best science on Earth in the service
of destruction and death, rather than ecological balance, free
energy, harmony, sustainability, etc. 

  The photos Dane has posted tell a story. A very sad and
depressing one. To see on full display the mind and soul-shredding
power that these motherf**kers have at their disposal is deeply,
deeply disturbing. And it fills me with internal rage because we are
all impotent nuisances in whatever game it is that they are playing,
as far as they're concerned. I'm still convinced that these
pricks are, in reality, few in number. Their strength is not in
numbers but in the highly advanced technological toys they've been
handed by the traitorous scientists (defense contractors) who
continue to whore themselves for this clique of heartless losers who
fancy themselves Gods.

Reply

Sherri says:
October 5, 2016 at 8:34 pm

So well said Marc…i feel the same way you do and pray God
has vengeance on all these evil doers destroying all life on the
planet…

Dennie says:
October 5, 2016 at 9:19 pm

I pray "between the lines" of my thoughts that "their"
technology will massively, massively FAIL, it will be destroyed,



and their SYSTEM will fall in after to join "them" in the abyss
that is their "consciousness."  Either that, or the one way
ticket to Mars.  With NO return flight for a long, long, long,
long time…

Rachel Robson says:
October 6, 2016 at 2:37 pm

For the most part I agree Marc, who among us would not?
 But what makes you think the government/military has co-
opted some of the best scientific minds on earth?  I'd say, no
they have not.  Scientists are having a rough go of it now.
 With the government running universities and pre printing
sites, they cherry pick ideas that suit them.  Some
brilliant ones get passed over and go wanting for work, for
any income at all just because of this.  Whatever brilliant plan
or breakthrough may never get to see the light of day.  They
are picking mediocre scientists who will do their bidding.  So,
we have allies in the Sciences, spinning wheels  going
nowhere.  They are beginning to speak out-about their
confinement, exclusions, restraints and the brick wall they've
hit.  Perhaps, somehow, we could persuade some of these
guys to spill Their bitter beans, not paid for by the
government, rather held back by.  Hmm. How could we do
that?  Well, for one thing, someones could start going through
the pre prints.  Though the government is trying to limit that
for obvious reasons.  An egg head hunt?  Tedious work.
 But…..

chris says:
October 5, 2016 at 7:00 pm

Thank You Dane for sharing the photos. The tragedy of power of
those who can generate patterns like that is becoming an outcry for
justice. This assault on skies, patterns of water+chemicals fused
together, in 3D, on that global scale  is just MIND-BLOWING. Maybe
one won't even need CDC with its criminal new laws, just switching
the right frequency might do the job of the murders…

Reply

63. 

ron hall says:
October 5, 2016 at 6:55 pm
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Dane—Great photos–yet heart-breaking!  We are now deep into an
Orwellian/Machiavellian global matrix!

Here is more deception, lies and madness by the PSYCHOPATHS IN
CHARGE to maintain the clueless sheeple in their state of endless
slumber.  'Amazing that we on this thread even exist.

https://www.yahoo.com/news/paris-climate-accord-effect-obama-
hails-historic-day-000103427.html?soc_src=mail&soc_trk=ma

Reply

Teresa Davis says:
October 5, 2016 at 6:05 pm

I'm in Shasta Co. Northern CA & not 20 minutes ago I was
overjoyed we had a blue sky without chemical air assaults. Not so
fast…I look up and a massive streak 1000's of feet lower than they
would dare a spray few years ago. So in your face how could
anyone not see the truth? Most of the spraying is done at night so
all the zombies in denial wake up to what they want to believe is
normal. Some days, like today, they can't wait even till nightfall to
get their poison on. Where are all these planes landing & re-
fueling? Why do we not have pics of the airbases?

Reply

Dennie says:
October 5, 2016 at 9:23 pm

Yeah, I have the exact same questions you do:  WHERE are
these flights originating and why don't we have pics of the
airbases?  We need an Edward Snowden of anti-
geoengineering.  Meanwhile, here's what Bay Area station
KTVU is posting for the five-day weather report: 
http://www.ktvu.com/weather&nbsp; We've had a
geoengineered "rain event," followed by steady five-degrees-
per-day temperature increases until it finally reaches 90
degrees here on Saturday– just in time for playing my last
outdoor wedding of the season– I can't wait to roast in the
shade!

LS says:
October 6, 2016 at 7:46 am
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The center of evil… Nevada. Fallon Naval Air Base,  and Area
51 no doubt. (Great cover story)  Nevada was bragging about
50,000 new jobs yesterday. Guess where those jobs are.
 Here's what I project and affirm concerning the humans who
dare…… Every load you disperse causes your testicles and
manhood to shrink… because one who kills cannot give life
too. Every women who participates is stripping themselves of
life giving power with every toxic breath of poison that fills
your lungs. You die first, order followers. You lose your minds
and souls first. You will not live to   ENJOY  anything  in life.
 Paychecks and pensions don't help the dead or soulless
among us.

And the spraying by planes and drones continue daily over
the oceans of the planet and deep wilderness of the
continent…. unnatural, unceasing…. delivering death.

Elise Buchanan says:
October 5, 2016 at 5:25 pm

Wow, Dane! Thank you for posting this and for all you do to alert
and educate those of us who do look up and see the genocide being
perpetrated upon us. More people are waking up everyday!

Reply
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WILLIAM says:
October 5, 2016 at 4:55 pm

THE NEW WORLD ORDER  ## EVIL IS IN CHARGE ## SOROS IS MY
#1 PICK +++ HE THINKS HE IS A GOD +++ HE SAID IT HIMSELF
ON TV. MONEY THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL , THAT PUTS SOROS RIGHT
AT THE TOP .

Reply
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Bella_Fantasia says:
October 5, 2016 at 4:32 pm

These photos are absolutely stunning, Dane, thanks so very much. 
I recommend people save them to their computer and thumb drive,
like those of the square clouds.  They may vanish (unlike the
CONtrails).

To repeat what I've posted below,
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Everyone, please try not to despair.  There are forces for Goodness
and Light that may be helping us in ways we cannot see or
understand.  We must not abandon Goodness and Light, for these
forces created Life in the Universe.

Reply

BaneB says:
October 5, 2016 at 7:57 pm

Bella:  I agree with you.  "….I will destroy those who are
destroying the earth…"

Dan Dickfoss says:
October 5, 2016 at 8:22 pm

I love ❤ your spirit!

Free Energy Technologies says:
October 5, 2016 at 4:21 pm

Another Good Distraction Just In Time From The Weather Channel
 because apparently in Haiti kids are so hungry they "eat the trees"
and that's apparently that's a significant or notable factor for the
landslides from hurricane "Matthew" what a Theater of a name by
the way.

Reply

Rachel Robson says:
October 6, 2016 at 2:49 pm

Hi FET!  Did you know Haiti has NO topsoil!  None, zero, zilch.
 This constantly stuns me.  Just imagine!  So really, they can't
grow food.  However, the Dominican Republic on its other side
does have and can.  Poor Haiti can never catch a break it
seems.  But, here's to starvation in that remember how many
survived long time through quake with no food?  Maybe we
should all start practicing going without as much food as
normal, and up our survival odds.
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W.C. says:
October 5, 2016 at 3:37 pm
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Well, I guess now is the time to take Homeland Security's advice "If
you see something, say something". Has the FBI been notified that
Terrorists have taken to the air and are scattering
particulate/aerosols. Seriously though, I mention geoengineering
to nearly EVERYONE I come in contact with,and point out regularly
even to complete strangers the massive sky 'pollution' coming from
planes. Perhaps these pics could and should be sent to as
many local weatherforcasters as possible asking for their thoughts
on just what we are seeing. That should be interesting to see their
replies. Maybe send them to the local police depts too, it seems
rather evident we may all be witnessing terrorist crimes against
humanity! And last but not least, print these pics off for your
children to take to school for show and tell. Time to wake "The
Dead''!

Reply

W.C. says:
October 6, 2016 at 6:52 am

Yes, Virginia, likely hard to convey sarcastic 'humor' on a
message board, my thoughts are simply made tongue and
cheek and I completely understand who the greatest
terrorists are. But as I said, and Dane has conveyed over and
over, getting the info out on geoengineering and vaccine
assault to as many people as possible in order to achieve
critical mass is going to be a key step to proceeding further in
trying to stop the insane damage being inflicted daily on us
all. I really do believe finding creative ways to reach
large groups like teachers, nurses, police, firefighters,
students, etc.  people somewhat 'within' the system, en
masse, who do not *directly* profit from the insanity, would
go a long ways in helping stop this assault on humanity.

Dane, if you happen to read this, do you do radio shows by
phone? I live in a large college town, with a local grass roots
radio station that has a radio show that spends one hour a
week (with a call in or in the station  guest) looking into
issues that affect us all. It is KOPN in Columbia, Mo.,
(google) maybe not a *huge* audience, but a venue
that would be a great way to get the mesage out further. Also
do you do appearances,(I realize time and logistsics
challenges) I think there would be great interest among the
25,000 or so college students (3 colleges) we have here and



on the many other U.S. campuses. Our young need reached,
with their idealism and often boundless energy they would be
a great force (if educated) to mobilize.

Dane Wigington says:
October 6, 2016 at 12:06 pm

Hello W. C., my weekly Northern California KQMS radio show is
not done with phone or Skype, but I do many other radio
interview for other sources and station by phone and Skype.
Glad to do the KOPN show anytime if you can arrange it.

Donna-AZ says:
October 5, 2016 at 2:51 pm

Dane, those pictures speak for themselves. These people doing this
are out of their minds. 

A few hours ago, according to (flightradar24), flight traffic along
Interstate 10, to and from Phoenix (west side) was really heavy,
and now at 2:45pm, almost nothing, yet here comes the Big White
Layered Chemcloud ,north, in my direction. 

These assholes don't think we're watching? "Newsflash" everyone I
come in contact with gets educated.

Reply
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dave says:
October 5, 2016 at 2:30 pm

As a retired Physicist , I can tell you that the 'gravity waves'
explanation is ludicrous! Firstly, gravitational waves need an
oscillating source similarly to an oscillating charge (eg,electron)
that creates an electromagnetic wave but such gravitational body
would have to be huge to create any detectable gravity wave and
any such G-waves would not be visible on a photograph! Therefore,
it's a  Total LIE!  Keep up the great work Dane! AND all you other
wonderful people! BTW, I would recommend buying supplies as the
lunatics in power are producing more and more tyrannical laws
–forced vaXXinations or you will be quarantined/arrested into FEMA
camps,, 'gun control' (with eventual confiscation attempt) ,more
gmo-poisoned foods (how about the Scorpion-Venom 'Cabbage
that I accidentally ate some of?–search engine it if you can't believe
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it!), induced droughts, etc. etc. and ,of course, there's financial
collapse and ww3 that Hitlery is planning for her boss (see a
'deleted' email to her  signed "Your pal, Evelyn De Rothschild/"
[Ratchilds I call them–most evil Criminals in human history and
they literally OWN the FRN's in your wallet and through their '
Central bank of Issue' scam now own over half of the entire world!]

Reply

Bella_Fantasia says:
October 5, 2016 at 3:45 pm

Thanks very much, Dave, for refuting gravity waves, which
sounded ridiculous to me but I'm no expert, and for the
cabbage warning.  Sorry to hear you've already been
adversely affected.

We do appreciate your expertise in physics since the laws
cannot change, only the explanations.  We need help when
explaining to others.

ron hall says:
October 5, 2016 at 7:09 pm

DAVE, Thank you so much for commenting. After studying  A.
Einstein's Special and General Theory for some 4 decades, it
is a relief to hear your comments about "gravity waves."   I
think of  "The Principle of Equivalence" and Dr. Einstein's work
on Geodesics and tensors, etc. There is a serious need for
more physicists LIKE YOU to help us understand some of the
more complicated aspects of climate engineering such as
PLASMA EMBODIMENTS, etc.   IMHO, we must study, study till
the end comes and stand against these psychopaths. Please
comment more, Dave.

Rachel Robson says:
October 7, 2016 at 8:17 am

dave, I did say no way were these gravity waves!  Who would
buy That?  So, it is very reassuring to get back up from
someone who did get their degree!  Thank you!  And I agree
with Ron below/above?–more please!



Enlightened Patriot says:
October 5, 2016 at 2:11 pm

Nice work Dane, thank you. Very compelling and hard for the
deniers to discount. If we can use their technology against them in
such a way, that is wonderful. As I commented last time, I believe
NASA, as a wing of the US military, is involved with all this up to
their necks. I may be wrong but this illegal and immoral activity
must be costing $Billions so I wonder who is paying. Follow the
money as they say. Monsanto, the main beneficiaries, with
aluminium-resistant crops, I wonder?

Reply

Yamakawa says:
October 5, 2016 at 8:39 pm

>I also wonder if they show up on these real-time images
supposedly showing progress of all flights of planes
currently in air-space, I think with flight numbers indicated to
help with that.

Flightradar24 is a Swedish internet-based service that shows
real-time aircraft flight information on a map. It includes flight
tracks, origins and destinations, flight numbers, aircraft types,
positions, altitudes, headings and speeds.
https://www.flightradar24.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flightradar24

this person is using the site to track planes with trail
sprayings. Good example.
UPS 2988 and China Airlines CAL5383 Spraying Chemicals
Over Wyoming!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7VyOdUZ_k8

Yamakawa says:
October 5, 2016 at 8:43 pm

oops! already covered!!! sorry 
climate engineering Jet Tracking Tools
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/chemtrail-jet-tracking-
tools/
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Marilyn Vine says:
October 5, 2016 at 1:48 pm

This morning 6 October 2016 across the skies at my own home at
Batemans Bay NSW massive chemtrail spraying.  The heaviest I
have seen for a while.

Dane, can you please update up all on what is happening with the
60 day notices filed in July.    If these filed notices are successful
perhaps you could advise us all what the ramifications will be to the
information provided under the notice i.e. will legal action be taken
once the information is assessed or ?????

Thank you and all the myriad of other people who are exposing
what is being perpetrated.   Still far too many people with their eyes
and ears closed and we ALL must work harder to expose the truth.

Marilyn Vine

Reply

Dane Wigington says:
October 6, 2016 at 11:03 pm

Hello Marilyn, I will give an update on the legal efforts on this
weekends installment of the Global Alert News Hour. Thank
you for helping us to sound the alarm Marilyn.
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Al C says:
October 5, 2016 at 1:36 pm

Absolutely speechless when seen from above!

It looks like they're knitting an electro-chemical quilt and we're the
ones being blanketed…………this has got to stop.

Once again Dane………….thank you and we got your back!

Reply
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LS says:
October 5, 2016 at 1:12 pm

This is just what we need. Thank you Dane. If ever there remained a
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thread of "plausible deniability" that thread is broken. Our elected
officials have been doing this behind the faux science advice from
psychopaths David Keith and Ken Caldiera and this is the visible
proof that no one can deny. The proof positive of a successful
conspiracy on a global scale, of epic proportions and with
existential consequences. Please Brian and everyone, email,
Facebook, print and mail this to all electeds and governing
bodies…to the jokers running for all offices. Insist that they
respond. We have to hold them accountable at the highest levels in
order to make this stop under threat of prosecution in Nuremberg
type trials. Everything that is threatening our existence has been
put in motion by a person in power with the blessing of elected
humans whose only job is to represent US. It is my belief that
millions of people are going to have to get out and protest at the
offices of our representatives worldwide, in order to force
acknowledgement and action from them. Power is in numbers and
effective response by mankind. Can mankind still respond to save
itself? Start with the man, woman, in the mirror.

Reply

James Catherall says:
October 5, 2016 at 12:49 pm

So what are we looking at here?! Climate change mitigation or our
extermination? If it stopped would we cook? Or does the research
stating geoengineering is making climate change worse indicate
a genocidal agenda is at work here? What's the general consensus?
I need to know!

Reply

Dane Wigington says:
October 5, 2016 at 2:22 pm

Hello James, the attached link is only a part of the equation,
but hopefully it will help with your investigation.
FYI http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/double-
catastrophe-scenario-document-paints-bleak-picture/

Teresa Davis says:
October 5, 2016 at 6:06 pm

Would we cook? Yes or no?
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BenBarzman says:
October 10, 2016 at 4:47 pm

Hello james, I personally do not believe that the
geoengeneering programs are in place and kept secret to save
us all, I think you hit the nail on the head when you said " Or
does the research stating geoengineering is making climate
change worse indicate a genocidal agenda is at work here? ".

Charlotte Collins says:
October 5, 2016 at 12:41 pm

aka … supernatural grid-mapping…heads up. satanic luciferian
deception in place behind the scenes of all this . Expose and
educate . See shatterthedarkness.net … good teaching on current
events. Thankyou Dane for the photos. Self explanatory for sure.

Reply

Rachel Robson says:
October 6, 2016 at 3:46 pm

@Yamakawa, I am highly aware and for a very long time of Dr.
Hansen's shortcomings.  I had some hope that his refusal to
speak out might be nullified by no longer being with NASA,
but perhaps he signed some life long thing.  To me however,
this is a foot in the door.  This Will make more people aware,
especially conservatives as they love Hansen so much.  And, it
gives young people, under age, some say, some position to
take in this mess.  I am not advocating his ideas.  Or lack of
them.  Just acknowledging a growing group of peoples trying
to do Something! As I said before, there are dozens of anti-
geoengineering activists in DC right now, just wishing we'd all
call our representatives, even if we have before as they are
blitzing them.  One leg they are standing on, is that of cloud
seeding.  They are basically going for an injunction to stop
spraying, under the auspices of cloud seeding as a problem in
and of itself.  Sounds too simple, but they don't think so and
yet another foot in the door.  Maybe if enough feet in the door,
the door will open wide enough for 'the elephant in the room'
to enter.  All people can't be the saint Dane is.  All of us agree
Dane is unique.  But many want to do Something Now!  I have
trouble seeing how that is a bad thing.  I would hate to see us
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fail over ego issues.  Or various ideas of what should be done
and how.  I do not believe all that should be down to one
person and those who back him.  This would create too much
divisiveness in a situation where many want to be heard, and
many have their own take.  So let the games begin, the
discussions, the various efforts and let them be relentless
until all get it right.  We've bit off far more than a person can
chew.  So, I'm thinking, bring on all the chewers.  Heck, the
Paris accord went through.  And its not perfect by a long shot
yet took one heck of a lot of doing.  Washington state
environmentalists are arguing over two different systems to
fight pollution, carbon pollution, cap and trade, or neutral
taxing.  All over the world it will be like this.  I knew a staunch
believer in the world is going into another ice age, a very
educated man, who would not listen to me until I told him
about Hansen saying the Earth is warming.  That's how much
influence Hansen has.  These are cracks in the dam.  Let the
flood of awareness begin!

Rachel Robson says:
October 5, 2016 at 12:17 pm

Our Sunday SF Chronicle paper's Earthweek: a diary of the planet,
had interesting things, as usual, but more so!  Such as: Northward
Terns. : American researchers were startled over the summer to
find a pair of Caspian terns nesting 1,000 miles farther north than
the species had ever before been seen.  Typically not found north of
Washington state, the birds successfully bred in Alaska's Cape
Krusenstern National Monument.  For these birds "to be 1,000
miles further north attests to how much the globe has warmed,"
Stanford University biologist Terry Root told the Guardian.

Taiwan had its third! typhoon in one month!

Five lionesses in Botswana have mysteriously grown manes and are
showing behavior typical of males, with one roaring and mounting
other females.  Reports of such cross-gender behavior in lionesses
have been rare in the past.  …"likely an increased level of
testosterone has developed in those affected females in the
Okavango delta."  Researchers believe a genetic variation may be
behind the phenomenon.

Jellyfish invasion in Adriatic Sea, costing seafood industry billions,
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hitched ride to there via oil tanker ballast waters!  Of course.

Trampling of the Planet: Australian scientists say they have mapped
human's footprint on the world and found that 97% of the most
species-rich areas of the planet have been seriously altered by our
activities.  Only a very few remote areas have escaped damage.
 "Humans are the most voracious consumers planet Earth has ever
seen…we are now directly impacting three quarters of the Earth's
land surface."

On the upside, Dr. James Hansen, now ex! NASA-is that helpful to
us?-he and his gorgeous young granddaughter, Sophie, wrote a
paper called 'Young People's Burden' about the state of things we
are leaving to our children and grandchildren.  And are now suing
the US government via the US District Court, District of Oregon.  !
 This came from the group:  T Think Progress.  Their main aim is to
make people aware, and to stop fossil fuels-development and use
of, in effort to slow/stop global warming.  And to clean up our
mess!  And we use to say that to the kids!

Last but not least, from Sept. 26th and the Civil Rights Watch Dog:
EPA is failing its environmental justice obligations,.  Coal ash was
front and center in the US Commission on Civil Rights input.  And a
2015 Center for Public Integrity Report found that since the mid
90s, the EPA rejected or dismissed complaints 9 out of 10 times.

Reply

Yamakawa says:
October 5, 2016 at 2:09 pm

Thanks Rachel, saw James and Sophie video. “a beautiful
story”…. Dr. Hansen seems to “focus his views” only to CO2
emissions and global warming issues, mainly from fossil fuels.
Not a single word, HAARP and chemtrails,
contrails(geoengineering) mentioned in his websites.

A forgiving benevolent view would say, some academics have
to refrain to the rules in the community to protect themselves
from being ostracized. If they are discredited, they could not
deliver anything to the public, in the first place.

A stern view is, it is a good example, a display of what a
hypocrite would do to survive in one’s local happiness.



Dr. James Hansen’s site & blog
http://csas.ei.columbia.edu/blog/
http://www.columbia.edu/~jeh1/
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/the-point-of-no-return-
climate-change-nightmares-are-already-here/

Yamakawa says:
October 5, 2016 at 2:43 pm

> We and our children could end up facing a choice: massive
geoengineering or catastrophic loss of species and major
human dislocations.

> We have already reached a point such that a lot of “soft”
geoengineering will be needed, even if we get a global
agreement on a rising carbon fee.  Soft geoengineering
refers to things such as reforestation of marginal lands,
improved agricultural and forestry practices, and application
of biochar and other techniques to increase the carbon
content of soils.

> developed countries are going to need the cooperation of
developing countries in various ways, including preserving
forests, reducing non-CO2 climate forcings, and perhaps
implementing soft geoengineering to raw down excess CO2.
Reparations should be continually dependent upon

demonstrated cooperation in these matters.

excerpts from Dr.Hansen’s article
http://csas.ei.columbia.edu/2014/08/14/jeremiahs-
progeny-our-dilemma/

His statements seem to prefer on standpoint of using CO2 as
another form of currency. Hence, in a preference of preserving
the structures in tandem with the current monetary system. 

He seems to imply the existence of “hard” geoengineering.
His “soft” geoengineering examples only mention about the
control of carbon. He seems to be neglecting the already
prevalent soil contamination throughout the globe. Probably
not his academic specialty field.

Dane Wigington says:



October 5, 2016 at 3:03 pm

Hello Yamakawa, thank you for exposing James Hansen’s
statements of deception. Hansen is a part of the problem, not
the solution. Hansen’s willingness to blatently lie about the
climate engineering issue and the total decimation it has
alreaady been causing for 70+ years is inexcusable. If he
can’t speak the truth without being threatened, then he
should sit down and shut up. For Hansen to pretend
geoengineering has any benevolant aspect whatsoever is
patently wrong. Hansen is a part of the deception, an
accesory to the climate engineering crimes.

Dennie says:
October 5, 2016 at 9:30 pm

Boy, we oughta hop on Hansen and get him on our side!  As
with Marsha McNutt, I just do not believe he doesn't know
about the ongoing geoengineering programs, hiding in plain
(plane?) sight, with all the Congressional Committee reports–
how could you not?  If I were God for a day, I'd definitely
rewrite those Ten Commandments, with the first now reading
"Thou Shalt NOT Make Messes Which Canst Not Be Cleaned
Up– PERIOD."  And if you did think you somehow still could,
the Thought Police would immediately see to it that you were
teleported to another time and space dimension where you'd
be quarantined safely away from those of us who do NOT
share in your death wish, until which time I decide I am good
and ready to come and get you.

Rachel Robson says:
October 6, 2016 at 7:35 pm

@Dennie, of course!  Hello, and yes a vague hope of "turning"
Hansen, however hopeless that may seem and however
limited his insights are.  Yamakawa suggests his lack of
addressing soil contamination is that it is not his field.  A kind
view, and also presents two scenarios: benevolent and stern.
 Sometimes I feel benevolent, sometimes stern!  To me, my
take, was that his young granddaughter wanted to Do
Something and asked her grandfather for help.  The plaintiffs
are 19 other young ones, and herself, with him as her
guardian.  In this video they made, he looks so old and worn.



 By contrast, she is beautiful and open and so innocent
looking.  So I guess my take in their effort is benevolent while
holding out a shred of hope that he will see the light.
 Obviously Hansen's field is  limited by NASA.  So,  I tend to
agree with you that he must know, or, is it possible he was so
locked into his own area of expertise, he never got an overall
view of what is going on?  Perhaps Yamakawa could answer
that.  I am in no position to determine that, but for his ties to
NASA.  I do think McNutt must know, she's entrenched, up to
her eyeballs in it and I do not believe, given her position and
how long it took her to get there, plus her past actual crimes,
other than not speaking out, but the BP oil spill, Keystone,
etc. make it clear that cat will not change her spots.  God
knows what she tells her children and grandchildren.  It would
appear certain that she doesn't discuss the evils of fossil fuels
with them!  I love your: " If I were God for a day…"!!!!  And
your comment the other day on the MIT paper from late
60s-"Did no one read it!"  Uh, I never heard of it, was in
university, protesting Viet Nam, and dropping acid!!  You were
what?  In Junior High?!!  Good God woman, reading this MIT
paper!?  I love your mix of humor with scathing remarks and
tons of obscure info.  And I take it your wrist is better-given
playing for the last outdoor wedding of the season while
baking?  It seems where you live is often warmer than here,
just across the pond.  I too love Point Reyes and surrounding
areas and was involved over there with birds until crippled.  I
am always a bit surprised when you are hopeful, such as
about Hansen and even McNutt.  Myself, I am no longer
hopeful.  And so easily pleased to see Anything happen to
open that door to make room for the elephant which demands
attention.  I begin to wonder why I even try.  By the way,
during my last sleepless night, I realized why.  Which is that
there was one train after another for hours and hours, horns
blaring And a helicopter escort! WTH?!!!

Yamakawa says:
October 7, 2016 at 3:45 am

@Rachel, Dr.Hansen’s outside expertise is meant as an
irony…You can easily check by looking at his proud CV. Even if
regarding by extreme benevolence and forgiveness, of the
possibility of compartmentalization in NASA and the likes. It is



less likely for a person in that position to not see the data, of
the dire influences to the climate, from stuff other than CO2.
You can see that by googling his websites and his papers by
the keyword, “aerosols”. My understanding is that he had
done, is doing “intentional misleading”, “intended
shortcomings”.

I don’t like criticizing or impeaching people, but that does not
equal to of being too naive. I have written “logical reasoning”
above, so I will write an “emotional” description here. My
intent is not targeted specifically to Dr.Hansen, but pointing as
a representative figure, an easily discernible example, in the
hordes of similar misleading academics. There are more
better actors out there, more difficult to discern.

Dr. Pushker A. Kharecha is a staff of Dr.Hansen’s group. See
the video below, and observe his eyes and his uncalm
gestures. You can skip “academic reasoning” and look thru a
person’s eyes to see the “soul” of a person. Person living
one’s life in dishonesty to oneself as well as to others, aware
of one’s insincerity. Very illogical way to discern, but there are
no “academic smoke screens” to fool you.

Why TRUST for Earth Day?- #WITNESSlive
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ku9sYgH6_ME
Dr. Pushker A. Kharecha
http://csas.ei.columbia.edu/about-us/people/

I am personally aware that, the more difficult part comes after
halting the geoengineering. The more deeper being aware of
the psychology of the crimes, the deeper the forgiveness from
benevolence is possible.

Pedro says:
October 7, 2016 at 6:05 pm

Hello All.

Hello Mrs Rachel, and thank you.

These "guys" say People are voracious… but they feed on
People…



And Hopsing; yes in the night with a powerful flashlight we
can see a LOT of sh ### t!!

Good Luck to Us All.

Dennie says:
October 7, 2016 at 10:45 pm

In 1972 I was entering my sophomore year in high school.  I
was identified a "more able learner" in third grade and sat
through the occasional enrichment class with poor Mr. Van, a
largely clueless guy who droned on about Interesting Stuff
during which time we all had to sit politely and say smart
things when necessary… but I got a lot more from my
(formerly Canadian) neighbors who are quite the intellectuals
and their daughter and I share the exact same birth date.  We
often discussed Peak Oil and the Limits to Growth made a
huge splash that year– the oil companies were reeeaally
pissed off about it and then the Arabs did the embargo thing
in 1973.  I was on the Fast Track to The System and would
have entered Stanford in 1975 but for the fact that their top
violin teacher never returned my letters to him for setting up
an audition date, also a full CA state scholarship would not
cover the tuition.  In those years you only got the Full
Treatment for help if you happened to be not the color that I
am (yes, racism comes in every color– DAMMIT!!!).  Down on
The Farm these days now they pay for everyone who is
earning less than $100k per year, no matter the color.  Class
and money is at least as big a problem, if not bigger, than
race– "What if the schools had all the money they needed and
the AIR FORCE had to hold a BAKE SALE to buy a jet–???  And
if women were fully empowered, we would most definitely be
living on a different kind of planet–

Susan Ferguson says:
October 5, 2016 at 11:50 am

US Patent RE29,142 – February 22, 1977 – Combustible
compositions for generating aerosols, particularly suitable for
cloud modification and weather control and aerosolization
process
Abstract
A combustible composition for generating aerosols for the control
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and modification of weather conditions consisting of a readily
oxidizable substance selected from the group consisting of
aluminum, magnesium, alkali-metals and alkaline earth metals;
an oxidizing agent selected from the groups consisting of: (a)
sulphur and sulphur yielding compounds; and (b) organic and
inorganic nitrates, alkali-metal and ammonium chlorates and
perchlorates. …
This invention relates to combustible compositions, consisting of or
comprising: mixtures of one or more easily oxidizable, powdered
metals and one or more powdered oxidizing agents, which
mixtures are able to generate aerosols to be employed, in
particular, to control and/or to modify weather, such as to clear
fogs, to modify clouds, to prevent hail. … This invention relates
also to the process for the aerosolization of the reaction products
of said compositions realized by oxidizing said metal/s with said
oxidizing agents. This invention further relates to an aerosolization
process of various substances which are contained in mixtures
comprising one or more easily oxidizable, powdered metals and
powdered oxidizing agents, the aerosolization being the
consequence of the combustion of the above defined mixtures
and/or of the melting or vaporization of suitable salts embodied in
the mixtures. … We have found that aluminum is the most suitable
metal since, besides being relatively cheap, it may be considered
inert at room temperature (this characteristic is an important factor
for safety in the preparation and transportation of the described
compositions), it yields remarkable heat of combustion which
favours a good continuity of reaction and a good aerosol
dispersion. …The metals, as already indicated for aluminum, are
used in their finely divided, powdered form.
https://www.google.com/patents/USRE29142?dq=RE29,142&
ei=hWZLUOnwPIqo9gTpv4HgDQ

Reply

Susan Ferguson says:
October 5, 2016 at 11:55 am

SF: Dane Wigington's astonishing, utterly convincing, mind-
altering encyclopedic list of US Patents related to
geoengineering/climate engineering/solar radiation
management, etc. is on his website GW here:

http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/links-to-
geoengineering-patents/



Blam says:
October 5, 2016 at 11:44 am

Sometimes I look up and I say to myself, surely this must be hell.

Reply

Enlightened Patriot says:
October 5, 2016 at 1:33 pm

I know exactly how you feel.

Dennie says:
October 5, 2016 at 9:32 pm

Yeah, the saying "Go to Hell" is pretty goddamned
meaningless now, ain't it, now that we have Home Delivery
Service, right over our heads, all over the planet, 24/7/365. 

Rachel Robson says:
October 6, 2016 at 7:49 pm

Blam, too true.  And Dennie, too funny!  Yup, go to hell just
does not work anymore!  We are in hell.  I can barely stand it-
not just it, but the whole of it, the enormity.  I think that is
why it is so hard to get others on board.  Hell without much
one can do about it but to share hell.  Lovely.
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Paul SW England .UK. says:
October 5, 2016 at 11:27 am

A must show photo gallery to show the deniers. Anyone that
disputes that these images are not geoengineering must be too
dumb to be humankind. Thanks Dane.

Reply

Enlightened Patriot says:
October 5, 2016 at 1:33 pm

Unfortunately, it is not so much that people want to deny but
that they do not want to know. My wife thought me a little
crazy at one time for pointing out all the unnatural goings-on
in our skies above us in Lancashire and was concerned for
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me. Now she is pointing it out the tell-tale signs to me! Same
with my 9 year old grandson who, without any indoctrination
by me, told me last week our weather is being controlled –
told by someone at school. Word is slowly getting around – I
just hope it is in time. SO frustrating to witness all this nearly
every day yet feeling helpless to be able to stop it.

renate says:
October 5, 2016 at 11:14 am

That’s insane. We see it looking up, now looking down it hits home
the bigger picture. They’re crazy. Have share this with other media
sites. Thanks.

Reply

BaneB says:
October 5, 2016 at 8:20 pm

Renate:  Yes, we look up and see.  My region, and I am at the
southern edge of the Pacific Northwest (Northern California),
is a major weather entry (jet stream) for the Canadian and the
US, from west to east.  Having caught on to the weather
control ops going on overhead I only see a part of the bigger
picture.  The long lines of aerosol morphed and microwave
manipulated fake clouds usually float over my area from the
Pacific Ocean where the major spraying is conducted out of
sight of my prying eyes.  These sat pics, while not
imaged over my area, helps with my understanding of the
small piece of a puzzle being put into focus more with each
passing day.  The twins….aerosol spraying and microwave
manipulation.  I suspect at the very heart of these evils is the
Pentagram.
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Rachel Robson says:
October 5, 2016 at 11:05 am

WOW Dane!  Just wow!   And yes!  Pictures worth millions of words!
 Gravity waves!  Does Anyone buy That!?  In something so obviously
orchestrated it looks like a sick ballet?  Dane, a very very long time
ago, I was taught that hurricanes and tornadoes let off steam, as in
pressure, such that without them, the Earth would rip apart at the
equator.  Any truth to that?
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Reply

Denise says:
October 5, 2016 at 10:53 am

I have seen those types of (chem clouds), in my area.  So
frustrating.  So far it's clear with a white haze. 

Reply
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Susan Ferguson says:
October 5, 2016 at 10:51 am

Dane —  Thank you! As you say, "These images provide shocking
and undeniable proof of the ongoing global climate
engineering/geoengineering/solar radiation management assault
on our planet and its life support systems."  These are truly mind
blowing images! If people still can convince themselves that this is
natural Nature God-made clouds, then we are in very serious
trouble and the planet is beyond already delusional, suffocating in a
miasma of amnesia. Wake up, Earth!

Reply

BaneB says:
October 5, 2016 at 8:24 pm

Susan:  A refrain that is almost tiresome given the willful
blindness of the general population, but …..  "There are none
so blind as those unwilling to see."
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Susan Ferguson says:
October 5, 2016 at 10:47 am

Fake News and False Flags: Pentagon Paid Millions to Create Fake
Terrorist Videos / How the Pentagon paid a British PR firm $500
million for top secret Iraq propaganda / By Crofton Black and
Abigail Fielding-Smith / Global Research, October 03, 2016
A controversial foreign PR firm known for representing unsavory
characters was paid millions by the Pentagon to create fake
terrorist videos. The Pentagon gave a controversial UK PR firm over
half a billion dollars to run a top secret propaganda program in
Iraq, the Bureau of Investigative Journalism can reveal. … output
included short TV segments made in the style of Arabic news
networks and fake insurgent videos which could be used to track
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the people who watched them, according to a former employee.
The agency’s staff worked alongside high-ranking U.S. military
officers in their Baghdad Camp Victory headquarters as the
insurgency raged outside. … [the] firm had worked on a “covert”
military operation “covered by various secrecy documents.” …
reported to the Pentagon, the CIA and the National Security
Council on its work in Iraq … There were three types of media
operations commonly used in Iraq at the time, said a military
contractor … “White is attributed, it says who produced it on the
label,” the contractor said. “Grey is unattributed and black is
falsely attributed.  These types of black ops … were a pretty
standard part of the industry toolkit.” … television commercials
portraying al Qaeda in a negative light. … news items which were
made to look as if they had been “created by Arabic TV" … send
teams out to film low-definition video of al Qaeda bombings and
then edit it like a piece of news footage. It would be voiced in
Arabic and distributed to TV stations across the region … American
origins of the news items were sometimes kept hidden. Revelations
in 2005 that PR contractor the Lincoln Group had helped the
Pentagon place articles in Iraqi newspapers, sometimes presented
as unbiased news, led to a Department of Defense investigation.
The third and most sensitive program … was the production of
fake al Qaeda propaganda films. … given precise instructions: “We
need to make this style of video and we’ve got to use al Qaeda’s
footage,” he was told. “We need it to be 10 minutes long, and it
needs to be in this file format, and we need to encode it in this
manner.” US marines would take the CDs on patrol and drop them
in the chaos …
http://www.globalresearch.ca/fake-news-and-false-flags-
pentagon-paid-millions-to-create-fake-terrorist-videos/5549083

Reply

BaneB says:
October 5, 2016 at 8:38 pm

Susan:  This revelation begs the question as to what these
weasels are conducting on the citizenry of the glorious
Homeland.  One really must consider that wicked persons are
becoming more prevalent in every area of media and social
communications.  The only defense is to "be as wise as a
serpent and as gentle as a dove."  Which is to say to think as



a criminal mind in order to understand criminal potential and
scheme, but not become as one.  How much of what
Hollywood produces is free of a hidden agenda?  It's well
known that the mainstream media is a capture of these same
snakes.  "As in the days of Noah shall it be…"

brian girard says:
October 5, 2016 at 10:46 am

 how can this be stopped , I know they want to depopulate the
earth and they are trying to get the San Andres fault to go off this
week to stop the election . I dont want to watch the earth die,and
all are wildlife, animals and sea life die in front of my eyes. I have
been using my voice and doing petitions, online activism , social
media activism, about all of this, and many other issues, all to save
are animals, wildlife, eco-system, and planet  . I need to know what
else i can do in my power to really kick ass and fight this .I feel
helpless and scared that there is such a evil reality that is killing are
earth right in front of the faces of the public and they dont even
look up at the sky, if they do they dont know what it is or they dont
care. i know thats why the elite scum pigs are able to get away with
it. Anyways, I am a really big fan of yours Dane and i love what your
doing and i want to be a part of it. I am willing to risk my life
fighting and exposing this evil agenda . please let me know how to
help and be more effective.

Reply

Dane Wigington says:
October 5, 2016 at 11:06 am

Hello Brian, the daily march in a battle of such immensity can
seem at times futile. But in fact our combined efforts to sound
the alarm matters much more than is yet visible. The
undercurrent of awakening is growing by the day, we must not
yeild with our efforts. Thank you for marching with us Brian,
For more input on how to help in this fight, FYI
http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/introducing-
geoengineering-climate-engineering-to-the-uninformed/ 

Enlightened Patriot says:
October 5, 2016 at 1:59 pm
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I feel exactly the same Brian. Along with all the other
problems in the world, I fear for the future of my 3 little
grandchildren in this toxic H*ll hole we are leaving them.

I videoed some of these big planes recently on full zoom to try
and see any markings, without any success. I suspect they
are unmarked. I would really like to know where they are are
taking off from. Such activety would surely be noticeable at
UK airports, even at military airports, yet I find it difficult to
believe they come and go all the way from the US. I also
wonder if they show up on these real-time images supposedly
showing progress of all flights of planes currently in air-space,
I think with flight numbers indicated to help with that.

Seeing these images provided by Dane also makes me wonder
why they never show up on all the so-called images of earth
from ISS, etc. As a flat earth believer (I used to ridicule the
notion until I started looking into all the evidence) I realised
that all pictures of earth, supposedly from space, are
composite, computer-generated images (GCI's) and NASA
admit to that. Their cloud formations all look suspiciously
natural with no trails shown. Best wishes with your efforts. I
also try to get the warnings into MSM whenever I can as I see
others are now doing.

Bella_Fantasia says:
October 5, 2016 at 4:21 pm

Yes, Enlightened Patriot, like you, Brian Girard and I'd say all
of us here, the heartbreak over the destruction of Nature
overwhelms.  Our decency and humanity are seen by
psychopaths as a weakness to fully exploit.  And they do
exploit us.

Nothing worth fighting for comes easy and there is no
guarantee of winning or even surviving, yet our decency and
humanity is our power.  Peace and Love are forces in the
Universe and we will certainly lose if we abandon them.

Everyone, please try not to despair.  There are forces for
Goodness and Light that may be helping us in ways we cannot
see or understand.  We must not abandon Goodness and
Light, for these forces created Life in the Universe.



Yamakawa says:
October 5, 2016 at 7:34 pm

Hello, Enlightened Patriot! 
ISS HD Earth Viewing Experiment
http://www.ustream.tv/channel/iss-hdev-payload
ISS Live Feed – Chemtrails seen from Space
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTlQv4BMJ1Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GPoRXyrrG-U

BaneB says:
October 5, 2016 at 8:53 pm

EnlightenedPatriot:  I do not have a TV.  Unplugged it 20 plus
years ago.   However someone said recently that all the
weather forecasts here in the US are animations.  Having the
opportunity to house sit for a friend who does have a TV and
is plugged into something like 250 or more channels, of which
I found about 6 worth my time, I did watch the two major
weather channels just to see if true.  Yep, the presentation
and forecast is a computer operated animated fraud.  The
visible earth and real clouds are absent.  There is the
continental US with something akin to white smears
representing cloud cover.  Lots of personable weather
personalities, attractive, charming, groomed, believable, and
very much willingly gagged for a chance to be a weather star.

Rick Nichols says:
October 5, 2016 at 10:15 am

Good job, buddy

'preciate it.

Reply

Gabriel Smith says:
October 5, 2016 at 12:55 pm

Superb piece of evidence Dane and the truth cannot be
denied when presented in such a clear and concise manner. 
Yes, we are truly living in the most bizarre, upside world now
where the inmates are running the asylum.  I am absolutely
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convinced that we have allowed ourselves to get into this
awful mess because we (humanity) are no longer able to
recognize evil and that evil masquerades itself as
governments/government agencies/officials/politicans/ law-
makers etc.  Oh yes, they look just like you and me and
perhaps they may even sound just like you and me (because
they like to dress up their evil agendas under the guise of 'aid
for humanity' or for the betterment of humanity etc, etc) but
make no mistake, these people are psychopaths and
sociopaths and capable of boundless atrocities upon us all.
The evidence is totally in our face and it beggars belief how
anyone at this stage cannot see what is happening to our
world. The sheep need to wake up and wake up fast or we are
all toast!!

BaneB says:
October 6, 2016 at 8:43 am

Gabriel:  Well stated!  
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decimating the climate system and are extremely harmful to
all life forms.

OZONE DESTRUCTION

Ozone Layer Collapse, A Former NASA Contract
Engineer Warns Of Planetary Omnicide

Dane Wigington GeoengineeringWatch.org We are told
by “official” sources that the ozone layer is recovering, that
we have nothing to worry about. This narrative is being
pushed by

Geoengineering Is Causing Lethal UV Radiation
Exposure



Dane Wigington GeoengineeringWatch.org Does the sun feel
scorchingly hot? Does it feel much more intense than in
decades now past? It is not your imagination. Not only are

Geoengineering: A New Warning Of Deadly Ozone
Layer Collapse From A Former NASA Engineer

Dane Wigington GeoengineeringWatch.org Global climate
engineering programs continue to destroy the planet's life
support systems, including the ozone layer. The
former aerospace avionics engineer who worked with NASA
(now working

Geoengineering Is Destroying The Ozone Layer, A
Former NASA Engineer Speaks Out

Dane Wigington GeoengineeringWatch.org A
former aerospace avionics engineer who worked with NASA,
has been working directly with GeoengineeringWatch (with
state of the art UV metering equipment supplied by

Climate Engineering, Ozone Destruction, And
Radiation Clouds, The Dangers Of Air Travel

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org Air travel is
becoming ever more hazardous to human health for a host of
reasons. Not only are air travelers inhaling high
concentrations of toxic

Geoengineering Is Accelerating A Runaway
Greenhouse Scenario



Science circles and governments all over the globe are
pushing the narrative that "geoengineering could mitigate
global warming". This narrative is so astoundingly false from
so many directions, the fact

Climate Engineers Cut Off Critical Rain From
Populations Around The Globe

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org Why are there so
many record droughts unfolding around the world? A warmer
atmosphere holds much more water vapor (7% more for
every degree in

Geoengineering And The Ozone Layer Recovery Lie

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org We are being lied to
on every level and to an unimaginable degree. The supposedly
recovering Southern hemisphere ozone layer has hit a new
record

Global Meltdown

Are We Headed For Near-Term Human Extinction?

Source: Now Toronto Recent studies suggest it is irresponsible
to rule out the possibility after last week's "warning to
humanity" from more than 15,000 climate change

THIS IS HOW IT ENDS: Thousands Of Scientists
Sign ‘Warning To Humanity’ Letter Predicting An



Imminent Apocalypse

The just issued warning from the science community in
the article below may seem dire, but in fact, the warning falls
far short of reality.  Issues like the ozone layer

Warm Waters Tripled The Amount Of Ice Lost In
These Antarctic Glaciers — And That’s Bad For Sea
Level Rise

Source: The Verge The four glaciers are grounded, they’re not
floating Between 2008 and 2012, warmer than usual waters
caused four glaciers in Western Antarctica to

Geoengineering Is Causing Lethal UV Radiation
Exposure

Dane Wigington GeoengineeringWatch.org Does the sun feel
scorchingly hot? Does it feel much more intense than in
decades now past? It is not your imagination. Not only are

Geoengineered Western US Meltdown To Cool The
Rest Of The Country, Again

Dane Wigington GeoengineeringWatch.org The Western US
has, at minimum, long since become a climate sacrifice zone
for the geoengineers. The current NOAA departure from
normal high temperature "forecast"

Geoengineering The Polar Regions: The Chemical



Ice Nucleation Factor

Dane Wigington GeoengineeringWatch.org It's official, one of
the largest icebergs ever recorded just broke off from
Antarctica. This extraordinary ice calving event happened in
spite of it

Arctic Sea Ice Is Ebbing Faster Than Normal, And
By September It Could Bottom Out At A Very Low
Level

Source: Discover Magazine This animation consists of false-
color images of the Russian coast and adjoining East Siberian
Sea acquired by NASA’s Aqua satellite. On June 18, the

Antarctica’s Larsen C Ice Shelf Is Crumbling

The World Is Burning

Source: Inter Press Service News Agency A view of rusted,
abandoned ships in Muynak, Uzebkistan, a former port city
whose population has declined precipitously with the

May Continues A Ridiculous Warm Streak For The
Planet

Source: Climate Central Another month is in the global
temperature record books. While May just missed setting a
record, the data is another reminder that climate



The 36,000 member Institute of Physics

“Climate geoengineering at scale must be considered only as a last
resort…There should be no lessening of attempts to otherwise
correct the harmful impacts of human economies on the Earth’s
ecology and climate.”

IS RAYTHEON THE WEATHER?

Raytheon Corporation is the third largest weapons manufacturer,
and is a partner in HAARP. Raethon also tells the weather to the
American Meteorological Service (AMS) and is the leading
corporation in Weather Modification Nano Technology, as well as
advanced Weather Weapon Systems. Here is Raytheon's RAY
GUN.....crowd control, weather modification, weapons systems,
weather forecasting.......Raytheon. Still think they can't alter the
weather?

President John F Kennedy Secret Societies

President John F K…

Methane

Geoengineering, Methane Eruptions, And
Imploding Arctic Ice

Dane Wigington GeoengineeringWatch.org Massive methane
eruptions are pushing the planet toward Venus Syndrome.
The climate engineering cabal is completely committed to
chemically ice nucleating the polar regions



Is Climate Engineering Contributing To Noctilucent
Cloud Formation?

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org The rapid
expansion of noctilucent cloud formations and sightings is an
ominous sign of our rapidly disintegrating biosphere that
almost no one is heeding.

Methane Plume Seen On Radar Returns Moving NW
From Offshore SW Of San Francisco Moving Toward
Reno, Nevada

Source: otterwalks Methane deposits are abundant on the
continental margin of the Pacific Northwest coast as more
methane is seen being released southward. It is calculated
that

The Coming Collapse

Ozone Layer Collapse, A Former NASA Contract
Engineer Warns Of Planetary Omnicide

Dane Wigington GeoengineeringWatch.org We are told
by “official” sources that the ozone layer is recovering, that
we have nothing to worry about. This narrative is being
pushed by

False Flag Chemical Weapons Attack Pushes WWlll,
While Global Geoengineering Omnicide Continues



Dane Wigington GeoengineeringWatch.org The US
government and the western power structure as a whole is
completely out of control. Though there is no denying the
corruption and criminality

USA Watchdog News Site Covers Critical Climate
Engineering Issue

Greg Hunter is a highly respected veteran news reporter who
has worked for many major news networks in the past.  Greg
continues to make his voice heard

Environmental Collapse And The Unravelling Of
Civilization

Even now the vast majority of first world nation populations
are completely oblivious to the unfolding environmental
cataclysms that are closing in from every side. This
unimaginable

Geoengineering Is Accelerating A Runaway
Greenhouse Scenario

Science circles and governments all over the globe are
pushing the narrative that "geoengineering could mitigate
global warming". This narrative is so astoundingly false from
so many directions, the fact

Government Document “Geoengineering Governance
and Technology”



OWNING THE WEATHER

An Award-Winning Documentary

View the Government Documents

"Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025"
1966 Document - Weather Modification Report
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